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Введение
«Learning

English

through

reading.

Part

I»

-

учебное

пособие,

предназначенное для аудиторной и самостоятельной работы студентов
первого года обучения направления подготовки 45.03.02 Лингвистика,
профиля

«Перевод

и

переводоведение

(английский

язык,

второй

иностранный язык)» по темам «Портрет физический и моральный.
Внешность и характер. Чувства и эмоции человека. Характеристика
личности» в рамках дисциплины «Практический курс первого иностранного
языка» во втором и в пятом учебных семестрах.
Основная цель дисциплины – развитие ОПК-3 «владением системой
лингвистических

знаний,

включающей

в

себя

знание

основных

фонетических, лексических, грамматических, словообразовательных явлений
и закономерностей функционирования изучаемого иностранного языка, его
функциональных

разновидностей»,

ОПК-7

«способностью

свободно

выражать свои мысли, адекватно используя разнообразные языковые
средства с целью выделения релевантной информации то есть развитие
речевых умений и навыков в сфере устной и письменной речи».
Настоящее пособие нацелено на реализацию стратегии развития
вышеуказанной компетенции по темам «Портрет физический и моральный.
Внешность и характер. Чувства и эмоции человека. Характеристика
личности», соответствующей разделам 11, 24, 25 учебной программы
«Практический курс первого иностранного языка». Освоение этих разделов
дисциплины в конечном итоге обеспечит расширение вокабуляра по
изучаемой теме, закрепление грамматической, фонетической, лексической и
стилистической нормы, а также приведет к осознанию вторичных значений
языковых единиц через знакомство с культурными реалиями, традициями и
обычаями народов англоязычных стран.
Основные разделы учебного пособия отражают логику ознакомления с
тематической лексикой, начиная с базовых языковых единиц и заканчивая
5

полноценными подготовленными и спонтанными монологическими и
диалогическими высказываниями по заявленной проблематике.
Материал пособия опирается на знания, полученные студентами в 1
семестре по дисциплине «Практический курс основного иностранного
языка», «История мировой литературы». Он имеет непосредственную связь с
тематическим наполнением иных дисциплин, изучаемых студентами на
данном этапе, в частности, с «Практической грамматикой 1-го языка» и
«Практической фонетикой основного иностранного языка».
Настоящее пособие включает современный аутентичный материал, так
как основано на произведениях британской литературы. Оно обращает
внимание на такие проблемные моменты изучаемой темы, как отношения в
семье, образование, роль женщины в обществе. Пособие состоит из введения,
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разделов,

литературы,

рекомендованной к использованию,

списка

использованных источников и приложения.
Первый раздел подготовлен Н.В. Иноземцевой. Он направлен на
развитие и совершенствование навыков устного общения на материале
романа Э.Бронте «Агнес Грей». Главная героиня, молодая девушка по имени
Агнес Грей, сталкивается с тяготами судьбы на протяжении всего
произведения, что закаляет ее характер и делает сильной. Роман завершается
«хеппи эндом»: Агнес встречает Уэстона и выходит за него замуж. Этот
раздел состоит из 22 подразделов, направленных на изучение, тренировку и
закрепление нового лексического и грамматического материала. Кроме того,
каждый подраздел содержит упражнения на развитие навыков письменного и
устного речевого общения, а также навыков перевода.
Второй раздел подготовлен А.В. Павловой. Он посвящен развитию
навыков коммуникативного общения на материале произведения Дж.К.
Роулинг «Гарри Поттер и философский камень». Это первая книга в серии
книг о Гарри Поттере, повествующая о жизни мальчика с тетей и дядей, о
начале его обучения в школе Хогвартс, о его новых друзьях и приключениях.
Этот раздел состоит из 17 подразделов, направленных на изучение,
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тренировку

и

закрепление

нового

лексического,

грамматического,

фонетического и стилистического материала. Более того, в каждом
подразделе представлены упражнения на перевод и развитие навыков
письменного речевого общения.

1 Agnes grey. Biography
Read and translate the following text about Anne Bronte:
Анна Бронте, английская писательница, автор
романов "Агнес Грей" и "Незнакомка из Уайлдфеллхолла" родилась в 1820 году. Анна - одна из трех сестер
Бронте (Шарлотта Бронте - автор романа "Джейн Эйр",
Эмили Бронте написала "Грозовой перевал"), чье
творчество - уникальное явление в литературе ХIХ века
- окружено легендами и мифами. Причиной тому не
только поразительная

талантливость

сестер,

одаренных редким

воображением, наблюдательностью и непосредственностью в манере
изложения, но и их нелегкие судьбы, и трагически ранние смерти.
Юность Анны Бронте прошла в обычном небогатом пасторском доме
среди бесконечных болот и пустошей, вдали от аристократических
салонов, вдали от блеска и шума лондонских гостиных. В 1821 году
умерла жена Патрика Бронте, оставив сиротами шестерых детей. Отец,
раздавленный горем, отдал четырех старших дочерей в пансион Коун
Бридж. Впоследствии этот пансион под названием Ловудской школы
описан в романе «Джен Эйр». Две старшие девочки неожиданно
заболели и умерли. Смерть старших дочерей заставила Патрика Бронте
забрать из пансиона Шарлотту и Эмилию, и они вместе с двумя
младшими детьми, Анной и Брэндвиллом, росли и воспитывались
теперь в отцовском доме. Дети увлеченно читали книги из библиотеки
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отца, а из газет черпали сведения о событиях, происходивших за
пределами их дома, школы и церкви. Много времени они проводили в
молитвах и чтении Библии. Наверное, потому для всех героев романов
Бронте так важны христианские ценности и добродетели. Романы
«Грозовой перевал» Эмилии Бронте и «Агнес Грей» Анны Бронте были
переведены на русский язык и экранизированы.
В 1849 г. в возрасте 29 лет Анна Бронте умерла.

1 The parsonage
1 Transcribe and pronounce:
To embellish; parsonage; whim; tranquil; to exhilarate; disguise; ingenious;
incalculable; to endeavour; governess; anguish; consciousness.
2 Find the following words in the chapter; translate the sentences with
them; learn them by heart.
1) trivial;
2) to be competent to do smth;
3) squire;
4) in vain;
5) hereafter;
6) to entrust smb smth;
7) air-built castles;
8) to be driven to straits;
9) to be overwhelmed;
10 on the contrary;
11) to be apt to do smth;
12) under circumstances;
13) to hold one’s tongue;
14) to earn one’s own maintenance;
15) in private;
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16) to take charge of;
17) solitude;
18) to burst into tears;
19) to wave adieux;
20) propitious.
3 Say in Russian:
1. He couldn’t do it anymore. It was so trivial in his life that he felt
bored.
2.

Smith read a lot about cars and soon he became competent to repair

any car himself.
3.

Agnes’ father was a squire, a prosperous man, well-known in his

4.

Helen did her best to be a nice doctor but everything was in vain, she

town.

remained only a nice nurse.
5.

Mary always speaks about air-built castles with her boyfriend, she

wants he entrust her his secrets.
6.

She was driven to straits and she didn’t know what to do, she could

only burst into tears.
4 Answer the following questions using active vocabulary:
1. Do you prefer to speak with your best friend in private or in public?
2. Under what circumstances will you help your enemy?
3. When do people usually wave adieux to each other?
4. Can you hold your tongue?
5. Do you earn your own maintenance yourself?
5 Give Russian equivalents for:
1 fictitious;

6 patrimony;

2 to venture;

7 incorrigible;

3 affluence;

8 sanguine;

4 seclusion;

9 efficient;

5 mercantile;

10 comprehensible.
9

6 Give English equivalents for:
1 without other people listening or seeing;
2 to start crying suddenly;
3 not important or serious;
4 after what has happened;
5 vice versa;
6 to make someone responsible for smth;
7 to be in a position of control and responsibility;
8 to be good at your work or able to do a job well.
7 Give English equivalents for:
1 мелкий;

6 воздушные замки;

2 расплакаться;

7 в будущем;

3 благосклонный;

8 помещик, сквайер;

4 наедине;

9 быть ответственным за;

5 наоборот;

10 попрощаться.

8 Say it in English using the active vocabulary:
1. Хелен не хотела задавать свой вопрос публично, она дождалась,
когда учитель вышел из кабинета и поговорила с ним наедине.
2. Мистер Смит попал в затруднительное положение, он не знал,
что ему делать дальше, но с ее помощью он сумел найти верное
решение, и все наладилось.
3. Он решил уехать в Москву и устроиться там, быстро купил
билет и отправился на вокзал, не подозревая, что мы его там ждем,
чтобы попрощаться.
4. Она всегда была веселой и жизнерадостной, верила в светлое
будущее и постоянно строила воздушные замки, но его появление
превратило ее жизнь в кошмар.
5. Мери не могла больше так жить, в одиночестве, без друзей и
родных, она не могла больше осознать свое одиночество и однажды она
расплакалась так, что невозможно было ее успокоить.
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9 Read and translate into Russian the following fragment:
pp. 8-9 from “Though riches… up to … against the former”.

Comprehension exercises
10 Questions and Tasks.
1. Speak about Agnes’ family: Mr Grey, Mrs Grey, Agnes and her
brothers and sisters.
2. What was their way of living? How did Mr Grey double the private
property?
3. What was Agnes’ dream? Why did she start thinking about it?
4. Describe Agnes’ departure.
5. Comment on the title of the chapter.
6. Sum up the story in writing.

2 First lessons in the art of instruction
1 Transcribe and pronounce:
Contemplation, mansion, approach, resolution, inhabitants, rebellious, entangled,
transaction, attainment, restraint, bickering, favourable, appease, mitigate,
consequential.
2 Find the following words in the chapter; translate the sentences
with them; remember the context they were used in; learn them by
heart.
1 dreary;
2 to crawl up;
3 salutation;
4 sallow;
5 to twitch;
6 to be gifted with;
7 obdurate;
8 to be benumbed with;
11

9 appurtenance;
10 dahlias;
11 to cut in pieces;
12 irksome;
13 deception;
14 to enlighten;
15 in bloom;
16 to be on friendly terms;
17 reproof;
18 to endeavour;
19 to grasp.
3 Say in Russian:
1. Фильм был такой скучный и утомительный, состав актеров был
просто отвратителен, и Майк больше не выдержал и покинул кинотеатр.
2. Они дружили уже очень давно, они могли доверять самые
сокровенные тайны друг другу, зная, что им помогут и поймут, и каждый
день звонили друг другу, чтобы узнать, как дела.
3. Весной все деревья стоят в цвету, и так приятно прогуливаться
по аллее и любоваться красотой природы, проснувшейся после долгой
зимы.
4. Я всегда пытаюсь выполнить домашнее задание без помощи
родителей, но если возникают трудности, у меня не остается выбора,
приходится обращаться к старшим.
5. Моя мама обожает цветы: тюльпаны, розы, ромашки, гвоздики,
но больше всего ей нравятся георгины, которые ей нравится получать на
свой день рождения.
6. С ним очень трудно общаться, я вынужден всегда принимать
его точку зрения, как единственную правильную, он такой упрямый и
черствый.
4 Answer the following questions using active vocabulary:
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1. Are you on friendly terms with all your groupmates?
2. Have you ever rendered good for evil?
3. What do you usually gifted with on your birthday?
4. How do you usually spend dreary autumn days?
5. What should you do if you are benumbed with cold?
5 Give English equivalents for:
1 blame or disapproval;
2 the act of deliberately making someone believe smth that is not true;
3 smth you say or do when greeting someone;
annoying;
4 to explain smth to someone;
5 the way you hold smth or your ability to hold it;
6 things that are an additional and less important part of smth larger,
for;
7 example, possessions in a house;
8 unreasonably determined not to change your beliefs or feelings;
9 to try very hard;
10 this skin looks slightly yellow and unhealthy.
6 Ask 5 different types of questions to the following sentences:
1. He next took me across the lawn to see his moletraps.
2.

Some beefsteaks and luncheon had been laid out.

3.

I was somewhat dismayed at my appearance on looking in the glass.

7 Read and translate into Russian the following fragment in
written: pp. 26-27 from “I talked to my … up to … too much noise”.

Comprehension exercises
8 Ask your groupmates questions on the content of the story.
9 Change the dialogue (page 30) into indirect speech.
10 Describe the characters of Mr. and Mrs. Bloomfield, Mary
Ann, Fanny, Master Tom.
11 Retell the story close to the text.
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3 A few more lessons
1 Find the following words in the chapter; translate the sentences with
them; remember the context they were used in; learn them by heart.
1 exhilaration;
2 to chatter with smb;
3 adjacent;
4 to blame smb for smth;
5 in one’s estimation;
6 rueful;
7 to feel ashamed;
8 peevish;
9 privilege;
10 to resolve;
11 indulgence;
12 incorrigible;
13 to tremble with;
14 to deprive of smth;
15 to commit a fault;
16 perversity;
17 mischievous;
18 maniac;
19 to flatter oneself;
20 to undertake the charge;
21 wearisome;
22 to justify;
23 resentful;
24 to bellow like a bull;
25 to be impressed by.
14

2 Transcribe and pronounce:
Abundant, to commence, subsequent, apparently, stature, dingy, decent,
ruinous, querulous, concise, surveillance, arduous, penitential, strenuous,
victorious, vindictive.
3 Find 10 unknown words, explain them in English, use the
dictionary if necessary.
4 Explain the following words and phrases in your own words:
Privilege, to ruin, to raise smb in one’s estimation, by no means, to get
accustomed to smb, to benefit, to convince, to deprive smb of smth.
5 Decipher the following words, explain their meanings and make
up a story using them.
Xhlrtn, ncrrgbl, mschvs, wrsm, ndlgnc.
6 Read and translate into Russian the following fragment in
written:
p. 45 from “And fixing her cold… up to … out of me either”.

Comprehension exercises
7 Dwell on Agnes’ character. Does she have all qualities to deal
with children?
8 Comment on the title of the chapter.
9 Dramatize the dialogue between Mr and Mrs Bloomfield.

Comprehension exercises
10 Questions And Tasks.
1. How did Agnes punish Tom? Was this punishment severe?
2. Was Fanny kind and obedient? Dwell on her character.
3. How did Agnes try to “fight” with children? What was her
“weapon”?
4. Why did parents blame Agnes? What was the reason?
5. Was Agnes allowed to punish children?
6. Retell the chapter in details.
15

4 The parsonage again
1 Find the following words in the chapter; give the context where
they are used; explain them in English:
1 to be obliged to do smth;
2 arduous – involving or requiring strenuous effort;
3 to fulfill one’s duty;
4 to have no interest in smth;
5 to scream in exultant glee;
6 ferocious- savagely fierce, cruel, or violent;
7 to ascend the stairs;
8 to shake one’s head;
9 to sympathize with smb;
10 to relax into the smile;
11 a remedy for smth;
12 to utter a word;
13 to oblige smb to do smth;
14 susceptible;
15 to laugh at smb’s faults;
16 waspish temper;
17 ecstasy of one’s delight;
18 to approve of smth;
19 torment – severe physical or mental suffering;
20 opprobrious;
21 to one’s expectations;
22 to interfere with smth;
23 impertinent;
24 to make progress with smth;
25 perseverance;
16

26 to obtain success;
27 for the better;
28 to lose honour in the eyes of smb;
29 to pride oneself.
2 Find the English definitions of 10 words from exercise 1 and learn
them by heart.
3 Explain the following:
But now, the few words… upon my words and deeds” (p. 55)
“ I knew that … at each convenient opportunity” (p. 57)
“ If I were quiet … of tone and language” (p. 58)
“An this was an unwelcome thought … to relax my efforts” (p. 72)
4 Prove the following statement with the context
1. The visit of Uncle Robson was a great annoyance to Agnes.
2. Mrs Bloomfield was not satisfied with Agnes’ work.
3. The nurse was the only person in the house who had any real sympathy
for Agnes.
5 Translate the following passage in written form
p. 53

from “What must I do? …up to exclaiming”

p. 64-65 from “ Though not a positive … up to and waspish temper”
6 Ask your group mates 10 questions on the content of the chapters.
7 Dwell on the episode with the birds’ nests. What do you think about
it? Do you approve of Uncle Robson?
8 What was the reason of Agnes’ departure? Is it fair?
9 What do you think about Grand mum and her attitude to Agnes?
10 Give the plan of the chapters and retell them in details.
11 Ask your group mates 10 questions on the content of the
chapters.
12 Dwell on the episode with the birds’ nests. What do you think
about it? Do you approve of Uncle Robson?
13 What was the reason of Agnes’ departure? Is it fair?
17

14 What do you think about Grand mum and her attitude to
Agnes?
15 Give the plan of the chapters and retell them in details.

5 The parsonage again
1 Find the following words in the chapter; translate the sentences
with them; remember the context they were used in; learn them by
heart.
1 to stay at home;
2 to lavish 3 to insist upon smth;
4 to be dependent on smth;
5 to ponder on the subject;
6 acquisition;
7 to make a livelihood;
8 to lessen smth;
9 to be in a passion;
10 to be as pliable as clay;
11 to stumble on smth;
12 to hoard up money;
13 to broach the matter;
14 eligible;
15 to one’s chagrin;
16 to dispatch;
17 to venture;
18 unimpeachable;
19 to enter upon one’s office;
20 piquant 21 teachable;
18

22 to be mingled with;
23 acquisition ;
24 affliction ;
25 arrogant ;
26 stipulation ;
27 troublesome ;
28 incessant.
2 Make up a situation with the words and word-combinations
from exercise
3 Say it in English using the active vocabulary:
1. Все тщательно обдумай, перед тем как дать окончательный
ответ, от этого зависит твоя дальнейшая судьба.
2. Он такой высокомерный, с ним очень сложно разговаривать,
не понимаю, как ты можешь с ним встречаться и строить такие
серьезные планы на будущее.
3.

Посмотри, дождь не прекращается, все наши планы рушатся,

такое впечатление, что он будет идти вечно.
4.

Для начала смягчите боль, она просто невыносима, нанесите

немного мази и наложите повязку, только тогда он сможет заснуть.
5.

Он слишком уверен в себе, всегда твердо стоит на своем, его

просто невозможно переубедить, какие бы доводы не приводились, но
вам все-таки следует попытаться доказать ему, что он не самый умный
студент в группе.
4 Explain the following words and phrases in English:
To broach the matter, friendship, to lessen, eligible, to obtain one’s consent,
to try one’s fortune, on that account, stipulation, to make no objection,
inhabitant, troublesome.
5 Read and translate into Russian the following fragment in
written:
p. 73 from “ For a few months … up to …his favourite song”.
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6 What kind of advertisement did Agnes write? What information
did she include?
7 Dramatize the dialogue between Agnes and her mother. (p.76)
8 Give your opinion about Agnes mother. Was she ready to
support her daughter?
9 Give the plan of the chapter and retell it close to the text.

6 Horton Lodge
1 Transcribe and pronounce:
Toilsome, impediment, grimace, damsel, fatigue, germinate, honour,
exertion, susceptionable, profusion, morose, hoyden, indocile, capricious,
inconceivable, poplar, indecorous, tyranny, esteem, reverence.
2 Find the following words in the chapter; translate the sentences
with them;

remember the context they were used in; learn them by

heart.
1 tempestuous;
2 an account of;
3 superincumbent;
4 to vouchsafe;
5 to take a hint;
6 to come across smb;
7 with regard to smb;
8 to get smth into smb’s head;
9 to keep one’s temper;
10 to ruffle one’s temper;
11 to tyrannize smb;
12 to give way to smth;
13 to drive smb to despair;
14 to deviate from smth;
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15 to be on the point of doing smth;
16 to smother one’s pride;
17 to catch a cold;
18 to make objections to smth;
19 to lounge upon smth;
20 to keep smb in tune;
3 Paraphrase the following sentences using the active vocabulary:
1. The boy couldn’t understand what his friend was talking about and
he asked him to give some examples or to explain everything in a different
way.
2.

Helen was in a hurry, she was afraid of being late for the play,

when suddenly she met her ex-boyfriend whom she hadn’t seen for ages.
3.

Mike was an extraordinary pupil, some things he caught

immediately but it was very difficult to explain other things to him.
4.

It was difficult not to become angry when all pupils spoke with

each other in loud voice.
5.

He was about to finish his work when his colleague came and

asked for help.
6.

When you are ill, when you have a cough it’s better to consult a

doctor.
7.

The manager gave his plan to his colleagues but they were

against it.
8.

Arnold’s grandmother made herself comfortable in the cosy

chair and began to read her grandson a fairy-tale.
9. She gave students a nice description of her trip to London.
10. As for spelling John was the best one in the class, but reading was
his weak point.
4 Say it in English using the active vocabulary:
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1. Все коллеги уже знают, что Мистера Смита не стоит выводить
из себя, он и так очень переживает за предстоящую защиту
диссертации .
2. Холодным, зимним вечером, оставшись совершенно одна, и
удобно устроившись в кресле, Анна перечитывала свою любимую
книгу Диккенса « Домби и сын».
3. Ей трудно объяснить новый материал, его нужно буквально
«вбивать» ей в голову, но если она его уяснит, то надолго запомнит и
сможет верно применять по сравнению с остальными учениками.
4. Хелен очень сложно было забыть о своей гордости, но только
из-за огромной любви к нему она впервые смогла это сделать..
5. Мистер Блумфилд не хотел отступать от своих принципов, но
другого

выхода

не

было,

иначе

он

лишился

бы

своей

высокооплачиваемой работы.
6. Все эти незначительные проблемы привели меня в отчаяние, и
я не знаю, что мне делать дальше, но в одном я точно уверен, нельзя
опускать руки, нужно действовать.
7. Женщина требовала развода, жалуясь в суде на то, что муж
тиранствовал все годы совместной жизни, больше она не может
терпеть оскорбления и жить с ним.
5 Ask 5 different types of questions to the following sentences in
written form:
1.

My friends would have had me delay my departure.

2.

I rose with some difficulty from under the superincumbent

snowdrift.
3.

Miss Matilda Murray was veritable hoyden, of whom little need

be said.
6 Read and translate into Russian the following fragment in
written:
“ It was with a strange feeling… and all that knew him.” ( p.86 ).
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7 Describe the characters of Mr. and Mrs. Murray and their sons
John and Charles.
8 Compare the characters of Matilda and her sister Rosalie.
9 Answer the following questions:
1. How was Agnes accepted to a new house? Were the owners
hospitable?
2. What were Agnes’ impressions on her coming to a new house?
3. Describe Murrays’ house.
4.What was a talk between Agnes and Mrs Murray about? What
instructions did she give to a new governess?
5.Did Agnes like her new work? Was she satisfied with it?
10 Сomment on the title of the chapter.
11 Retell the story close to the text.

7 The “ coming out”. The ball
1 Transcribe and pronounce:
Obscurity, fashionable, magnificent, extravagant, epistle, vulgar, stigmatise,
computation, amiable, bonnet, recreation, garment, vigorously, conceited,
frivolous, indescribable, baronet, acquaintance, insensate.
2 Find the following words in the chapter; translate the sentences
with them; remember the context they were used in; learn them by
heart.
1 to make one’s debut;
2 a sigh of vexation;
3 to tease smb;
4 to put off smth;
5 to bear the thought of smth;
6 to coop up;
7 in accordance with;
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8 to hold one’s tongue;
9 to tear smth into pieces;
10 to take a fit;
11 to perish with smth;
12 to be astonished by smth;
13 to coquet with smth;
14 to be on the verge of doing smth;
15 by all means;
16 to doom;
17 to give smb an account of smth;
18 to be of no consequence to smb;
19 to put smb in a good humor;
20 to worship;
3 Find 10 unknown words, explain them in English, use the
dictionary if necessary.
4 Say it in English using the active vocabulary:
1. Он не может не дразнить свою младшую сестренку, прекрасно
зная, что ей это очень не нравится.
2. Майк сообщил жене, что придется отложить поездку на Кипр
на неделю в связи с трудностями, возникшими на работе.
3. Она ему очень доверяла, он ей был больше, чем друг. Она
знала, что ей не стоит просить его держать язык за зубами и не
разглашать тайну, он этого никогда бы и не сделал.
4. Получив письмо от своего старого знакомого, который так
подло предал ее, Анна немедленно порвала письмо на кусочки,
нисколько не пожалев об этом.
5. Она была удивлена его ранним возвращением домой, но не
показала виду, только крепко обняла, поцеловала и сказала, как сильно
скучала.
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6. В любом случае, рано или поздно он сделает ей предложение,
он же ее безумно любит и не может без нее. Она об этом прекрасно
знает и иногда даже пользуется этим.
7. Хелен знала, как поднять ему настроение; она приготовила
вкусный ужин, накрыла стол, зажгла свечи и терпеливо ждала, когда он
вернется с работы.
5 Make a literary translation of the following passage in written
form:
“Rosalie remonstrated, and…. hunting-habit for her.” ( p.112)
6 Decipher the following words, explain their meanings and make
up a story using them.
Vcrg, cmpttn, stgmts, xclm, ntrtnmnt, gntmn.
7 What was a talk between Agnes and Miss Murray about?
8 Tell about Matilda’s impressions of the ball.
9 Retell the story close to the text.

8 The church
1 Transcribe and pronounce:
Vehemence, indignant, derogatory, apology, conqueror, presumption,
rascally, perchance, solace, resurrection, grievous, harangue, abode, gown,
jocund, colloquy, sinful, awkward
2 Find the following words in the chapter; translate the sentences
with them; remember the context they were used in; learn them by
heart.
1 a prayer;
2 to dare;
3 dignity;
4 pulpit;
5 to shake hands;
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6 to cast a glance into;
7 to owe smb. a grudge;
8 sermon;
9 curate;
10 to gabble;
11 congregation;
12 parishioner;
13 heavy burden;
14 to smirk;
15 to grub after money;
16 to lay aside;
3 Say it in English using the active vocabulary:
1. Священник поднялся на кафедру, словно завоеватель на
триумфальную колесницу и начал читать молитву.
2. Он был смущен в присутствии Хелен, и лишь изредка
поглядывал на неё, пытаясь выбрать момент, когда можно будет
заговорить с ней .
3. Энн никого не любила так сильно, как Марка. Но никто ей не
верил, все думали, что она лишь гонится за его деньгами.
4. После долгого молчания Марк наконец-то попросил прощения
у брата. Они пожали друг другу руки, обнялись и забыли все прошлые
обиды.
5. Она отложила чтение своей любимой книги, когда зазвонил
телефон. И продолжила ее читать только на следующий день, так как
вынуждена была срочно явиться в суд в качестве свидетеля.
4 Ask 5 different types of questions to the following sentences in
written

form:

1. Miss Murray ordered the carriage again for herself and her sister.
2. His favourite subjects were church discipline, rites and ceremonies.
3. I am an excellent judge in such matters.
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5 Read and translate into Russian the following fragment in
written:
p. 123-124 from “That gentleman had… up to …of his apparel”.
6 Change the dialogue ( p. 124-125) into indirect speech.
7 Comment on the title of the chapter.
8 Ask your group mates questions on the content of the story.
9 Questions and Tasks:
1. Speak about Mr Hatfield.
2. What did Agnes think about Mr Hatfield’s preach?
3. Why did Miss Murray want to go to the church? Whom did she
want to see?
4. What was the issue of the discussion between Rosalie and Matilda?
10 Give the plan of this chapter and retell it in details.

9 The cottagers
1 Find the following words in the chapter; translate the sentences with
them; learn them by heart.
1

to contrive;

2

estate;

3

garrulous;

4

donation;

5

notion;

6

resentment;

7

redolent;

8

to break the pause by;

9

to make bold to do smth;

10

bit by bit;

11

to persevere;

12

to vex;
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13

wrath;

14

stir up;

15

willingly;

16

to be gratified with;

17

to dwell;

18

to ensue;

19

thinker;

20

abjurati;

2 Give English equivalents for:
1

to get out of a difficulty;

2

a furious condition;

3

a person who likes to speak a lot;

4

pleasantly smelling;

5

to decide to do smth;

6

with pleasure;

7

gradually;

3 Answer the following questions using active vocabulary:
1.

Can you name yourself garrulous?

2.

Is it easily to vex you?

3.

What forces you to be gratified?

4.

What is your reaction on abjurations?

5.

Can you break the pause during the conversation with unfamiliar

person?
4 Say in Russian:
1.

Mary was so garrulous and she always knew all the gossips.

2.

This family was very poor and was gratified with any donation which

their neighbours gave them.
3.

Each weekend all the family dwelled in grandfather’s estate, they

liked to walk in his redolent garden very much.
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4.

I would express my resentment willingly but it would stir up our

quarrel.
5 Give English equivalents for:
1

упрек;

2

упорно добиваться;

3

представление;

4

быть довольным;

5

ухитряться;

6

дар;

7

болтливый;

8

пребывать;

9

стремиться достичь;

10

поместье;

6 Say in English using the active vocabulary:
1.

Она всегда была высокомерной и не терпела и упрека в свой

адрес. Но лишившись всех друзей, она впервые серьезно задумалась
2.

Она долго брела в неизвестном направлении, уставшая, голодная,

и вдруг перед ней появился прекрасный дворец с красивым благоухающим
садом, и она подумала, что там можно немного отдохнуть.
3.

Из ее рассказа трудно было догадаться, кто был этот

выдающийся

мыслитель

прошлого

века,

ее

попросили

подробнее

остановиться на его биографии.
4.

Мэри знала, что будет нелегко получить расположение Миссис

Смит, но понемногу она преодолевала трудности и входила в доверии к этой
странной и порой загадочной женщине.
5.

Поведение этого юноши никак не походило на ее представление

о прекрасном принце, но ее родители настаивали на их браке.
7 Read and translate into Russian:
p.144 from “In returning to… up to … see the light”.
8 Questions and tasks:
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1.

Comment on the title of the chapter.

2.

Speak about behaviour of girls when they visited the poor cottagers.

3.

Why did Agnes have more satisfaction to go there alone?

4.

Speak about Ms. Nancy Brown.

5.

How can you explain the love of the peasants to Mr. Weston and their

dislike to Mr. Hatfield?
6.

How did Agnes feel herself in this family? What frightened her?

7.

Dwell on the character and appearance of Mr. Weston.

8.

Sum up the chapter.

10 The shower. The primroses
1 Transcribe and pronounce:
Inexcusable, capacious, audacious, apologize, equanimity, enthusiasm,
vexatious, imputation, nuisance, desirous, unconscious, lieutenant, entomologize,
predicament, exertion.
2 Find the following words in the chapter, translate the sentences with
them, learn them by heart:
1

brass thimble;

2

to weep for joy;

3

to remain unmolested;

4

to lament the consequences;

5

assertion;

6

dolorous resignation;

7

confinement;

8

to submit;

9

destitute of hope;

10

to hasten;

11

welfare;

12

to stir the fire;
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13

undeniable;

14

to repent;

15

abruptness;

16

to excoriate;

17

premature;

18

deprivation;

3 Say it in English:
1. Увидев его живым и здоровым после 5 лет разлуки, Хелен
расплакалась от радости, бросилась ему на шею и начала целовать.
2. Лестница в его комнату была такой крутой, что иногда, торопясь
быстрее попасть к себе, он спотыкался о ступеньку, падал и ранил себе
ладонь.
3. Никто никак не мог понять причину его сердечного приступа, только
его близкий друг, который всегда находился с ним рядом, знал, что потеря
всего нажитого за долгие годы было для него сильнейшим потрясением.
4. Лишённый надежды найти здесь хоть какую-нибудь работу, он
решил поехать в соседний город и попытать счастья именно там.
5. Только вечером, когда все уже спали, и в доме царила тишина,
Агнесс могла побыть в покое и заняться своими делами.
6. Устроившись удобно в кресле после сытного ужина, он помешивал
огонь в очаге и мечтал о жарком лете, о пляже и теплом море, созерцая
зимний пейзаж за окном.

Discussion
4 Answer the following questions using active vocabulary:
1. Have you ever lamented the consequences of your actions?
2. Do you usually hasten to the University?
3. Do you prefer the big company or do you like to remain unmolested at
home?
4. Is it easy for you to submit somebody?
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5 Ask 5 different types of questions to the following sentences in written
form:
1. I found the two girls warm in an animated discussion on the respective
merits of the two young officers.
2. The next visit to Nancy Brown was in the second week in March.
3. I bore her coarse reproaches with astonishing equanimity, even with
cheerfulness.
6 Describe the behaviour of Agnes and Mr.Weston in the house of
Nancy Brown and on the way from the church.
7 Read and translate into Russian the following fragments:
p. 159 from “I thanked him… up to …pace for him”.
8 Change the dialogue (p. 160) into indirect speech.
9 Ask your group mates 10 questions on the content of the chapter.
10 Retell the story close to the text.

11 The rector
1 Translate and transcribe the following words. Find out sentences with
them.
Vengeably, nursling, entreaty, to pinch, to vex, prognostication, to saunter,
linger, clamorous, to skull, matronly, intruder, exaggeration, presumption,
solicitious, proximity, consumptive, buoyant, transient, to annihilate, surpass,
magnanimity.
2 Find the following words in the chapter, translate the sentences with
them, learn them by heart:
1

to insist upon smth;

2

to smb’s entreaties;

3

to take charge of smth;

4

to propitiate smb;

5

to vex smb;
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6

to address smb;

7

to take care of smth;

8

to flush with smth;

9

to catch hold of smth;

10

to implore smb;

11

in compliance with smth;

12

consumptive;

13

to encounter smb;

14

to be complaisant;

15

to justify one’s expectations;

16

in addition to smth;

17

a rival;

18

handsome;

19

to be proud of smth ;

3 Make up a situation with the words and word-combinations from
exercise 1.

Comprehension exercises
4 Say who made these utterances and in connection with what.
“Oh, such news!”
“I certainly did not expect this, Miss Murrey”
“No conditions, Mr. Hatfield!”
“Oh! It’s only to you; I know you won’t repeat it”
“Well, well. I won’t mention it”
“Farewell, then!”
5 Read the following statements. Say, whether they are true, if not,
correct them.
1. Miss Murray liked to go into the fields and lanes and read there a book.
2. Mrs. Murray wanted Rosalie to meet with Mr. Hatfield.
3. Miss Murray and Mr. Hatfield met in church.
4. Miss Murray thought it would be stupid to fall in love.
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5. Miss Murray asked to go and see Mark wood because she wanted to.
6. Mr. Hatfield made Rosalie an offer!
7. Mr. Hatfield didn’t love Miss Murray
8. Miss Murray thought Agnes Grey envied her.
6 Choose the correct statement.
1. Agnes Grey worked hard upon a watercolor drawing, because:
a) she had a lot of free time
b) she enjoyed the scenery and then she decided to draw it
c) Miss Murray asked her to do it
2. Mrs. Murray didn’t want Rosalie to walk alone in the fields and lanes
because:
a) it was dangerous for her life
b) she didn’t want Miss Murray to meet and talk with Mr. Hatfield
c) she wanted her to spend more time at home.
3. Miss Murray has broken her promise and tell Agnes Grey that:
a) Mr. Hatfield made her proposal
b) she has fallen in love with Mr. Hatfield
c) she is going to marry Mr. Hatfield
7 Arrange the following sentences in the proper order according to the
contents of the text
1. Agnes Grey met Mr. Weston
2. Mr. Hatfield asked Rosalie to give him a myrtle sprig
3. Miss Matilda vengeably thumped the piano for an hour
4. Agnes Grey found Miss Murray in her favorite field with Mr. Hatfield
5. Miss Murray told Agnes Grey news about Mr. Hatfield and his proposal
6. Miss Murray asked Agnes Grey to go and see Mark Wood
8 Ask your group mates 10 questions on the content of the chapters.
9 Comment upon the title of the chapter.
10 Give the plan of this chapter and retell it.
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12 The walk
1 Transcribe and pronounce:
Portentous, lamentation, perceptible, hilarious, solemn, imperiousness, inhabitant,
protestation, intellectual, embellishment, predilection, imperceptible,
straightforwardness, ungracious, enlarge, utterance, exonerate, reverential.
2 Find the following words in the chapter; translate the sentences with
them; remember the context they were used in; learn them by heart.
1

flippant;

2

to form an acquaintance;

3

abruptness;

4

to throb;

5

to pass on at a quicker pace;

6

to place oneself;

7

to make no reply to smth;

8

pastoral;

9

reverence;

10

dejection;

11

vestry;

12

irreverent;

13

to devour;

14

ostensibly;

15

breach of charity;

16

odious;

17

miry;

18

to humble;

19

enliven;

20

glimpse;

3 Paraphrase the following sentences using the active vocabulary:
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1.

There was a flashing in the window and the boy didn’t know what was

happening.
2.

Young man entered the room in a church and saw a hateful man, but

he had to respect him, he was his teacher.
3.

Your speech manner is disrespectful.

4.

His wife found a path through boggy places, she came to his house

and encouraged him to continue working.
5.

Professedly, the weather will be very bad tomorrow.

6.

Her son was too frivolous for his age.

7.

He was fond of bucolic literature.

8.

I was really insistent but he didn’t answer my question.

9.

She was very shy and it was rather difficult for her to make friends

with anyone.
10.

He rested on the couch.

4 Say it in English using the active vocabulary.
1.

Его Преподобие святой отец торжественно прошёл по залу и

удалился в ризницу.
2.

Я наконец-то решил ей сделать предложение. Пришел к ней с

большим букетом цветов и кольцом, но внезапное её появление с молодым
человеком сбило меня с толку, я молча отдал ей цветы, не прося объяснений.
3.

Как я не билась, как не унижалась, как не просила и не умоляла

остаться со мной, он не ответил мне взаимностью.
4.

На них напало состояние глубокого уныния: им не хотелось ни

петь, ни танцевать, ни проводить время с друзьями, им просто было хорошо
вместе.
5.

Следующим шагом короля было смирить церковь, но он ясно

понимать, что сделать это будет не просто.
6.

Мы бегло ознакомились с историей английского города, но на

заданные вопросы не смогли верно, и подробно ответить, нам пришлось
прочесть текст еще раз, но уже более внимательно.
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7.

К сожалению, люди не думают о будущем планеты и

продолжают поглощать природные ресурсы, не пытаясь их пополнять.
8.

Действующие лица, которые, якобы, играют главную роль,

поразили меня больше всего в этом спектакле.
5 Ask 5 types of questions to the following sentences in written form.
1.

I had no relish for working beside Miss Green or Miss Susan.

2.

He has been disappointed in his certain hope.

3.

Miss Murray made several trivial observations as we passed up the

park.
6 Make a literary translation of the passage in written form.
From “After a short pause …up to … disposition and temperament”
(p. 194)

Comprehension exercises
7 Comment on the following proper names. What do you know about
these people? Give the situations where they were mentioned.
1.

Mr Weston;

2.

Horton;

3.

Sir Thomas;

4.

Hatfield;

5.

Adonis;

8 Answer the following questions:
1.

Did Jane and Susan Green persuade Miss Murray to come in or did

she do it herself?
2.

What were the topics of their chats?

3.

Whom did Miss Murray call “stupid things”?

4.

Why was Mr Hatfield disappointed?

5.

Retell the chapter.
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13 The substitution
1 Transcribe and pronounce:
Disturbance, aspiration, conscience, substitution, creature, whatsoever,
interview, disagreeable, lodge, gratification, cheerfulness, endeavor, carriage,
Hatfield, acknowledge, inwardly, condescension.
2 Find the following words in the chapter; translate the sentences with
them; remember the context they were used in; learn them by heart:
1

a day of thick;

2

loath;

3

deeply interested;

4

to be obtuse;

5

to fulfill;

6

in my hearing;

7

to secure;

8

thoughtless;

9

to look out;

10

to be out of humour;

11

cheerfulness;

12

stupid;

13

to feel somebody’s power;

14

to keep to oneself;

15

for a time;

16

spirit;

17

inwardly;

18

to be employed;

19

to whisper an explanation in somebody’s ear;

20

accordingly;

3 Say it in English using the active vocabulary:
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1.

Такого пасмурного дня в этом апреле еще не выпадало, а как уже

хочется провести пару дней на природе, подышать свежим воздухом и
насладиться весной.
«Что чисто, что любезно, что достославно, что только

2.

добродетель и похвала, о том и помышляйте».
Но я вскоре поняла, что она намеревалась перехватить мистера

3.

Уэстона, который вышел сразу после нас, и сразу же позвонила ему, чтобы
предупредить о предстоящей встрече.
Какая умилительная деликатность вдруг проснулась в моей

4.

сестре! На нее это вовсе не похоже!
Возражать более я не могла, он был слишком настойчив, и я

5.

позволила ему проводить меня до кареты.
Я не находила нужных слов в этот момент, и потому

6.
промолчала.
7.

В этот день незнакомец, которого я встретила по дороге домой,

более не упоминался – ни мною, ни при мне, но я хотела побольше узнать о
нем.
8.

В церкви было так много народа, что мы вышли, едва служба

завершилась.
9.

Ах, если бы какой-нибудь добрый дух нашептал ему эти слова ее

голосом, все было бы совершенно по-другому, ей не пришлось бы столько
страдать.
10.

За обедом меня развлекали подробным рассказом о том, как они

прогуливались по городу, заходили в магазины и проводили там много
времени, примеряя то одно, то другое, но так и ничего не купив, выходили и
продолжали свои бесполезные походы .
4 Ask five different types of questions to the following sentences in
written form:
1.

After the conclusion of the service, Miss Murray left the church.

2.

He was pacing homewards along the causeway.
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3.

After breakfast Miss Murray came into the schoolroom.

5 Make a literary translation of the following passage in written form:
From “I would have come without … up to …the worthless gift in vain” (p.200)

Discussion
6 Describe the weather of the day.
7 Reproduce the talk between Agnes and Miss Murray.
8 Comment on the title of the chapter.
9 Give the plan of the chapter and retell it close to the text.

14 Confessions
1 Transcribe and pronounce:
Hitherto,

neglectful,

contemplation,

exterior,

assertions,

inveighed,

unfavourable, vicious, prejudice, ridicule, sagacity, contrivance, subsequent,
splendour,

inauspicious,

exhortation,

incapacitated,

interim,

opprobrious,

perseverance.
2 Find the following words in the chapter; translate the sentences with
them; remember the context they were used in; learn them by heart:
1

to be in the way of confessions;

2

for hitherto;

3

to derive any consolation;

4

to be well cultivated;

5

judicious and proper;

6

to give somebody pleasure;

7

to be inveighed against;

8

a person of retired manners;

9

on the contrary;

10

to impart;
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11

to be puzzled to answer;

12

splendidly;

13

in contrivance;

14

to hurry on;

15

to make no pretension to something;

16

to confide the secret;

17

whither;

18

fair idol;

19

to be engaged;

20

to pay attention to;

3 Translate the following words into English:
Объедаться, болтунья, узнавать, веселье, спорить, намек, уведомление,
комплимент, баптист, церковная скамья, отговорка.
4 Ask 5 different types of questions to the following sentences in written
form:
1.

I never could derive any consolation from such a study.

2.

She might hear her winged darling buzzing over and around her.

3.

She accompanied her mamma to the ball on Tuesday.

5 Say it in English using the active vocabulary:
1.

Было

бесполезно

спорить

с

такими

избалованными,

безрассудными созданиями, но я держался спокойно.
2.

Хереби заработала среди них репутацию, выказывающего

снисходительность, человека и милостивой юной леди, и их комплименты
были будто скопированы за мистером Вестоном, с которым она имела шанс
встречи в одном или другом из их мест жительства.
3.

Когда у меня была простуда или легкое недомогание, у них было

преимущество заставить меня остаться дома; и они говорили, что не пойдут
туда сегодня снова, но потом делали вид, что изменили своё решение и
уходили, не говоря мне ни слова.
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4.

Только те, кому я нравился, могли понять мои чувства, я сидел с

присвоенной безразличной улыбкой, слушая рассказы из собраний и
интервью с мистером Вестоном, они казалось, находят удовольствие в
описании меня…
6 Make a literary translation of the following passage in written form:
From “We are naturally disposed to love up to …her immediate connections.”
(p.204)
7 Ask 10 different questions on the context of the text.

Comprehension exercises
8 Answer the following questions:
1.

How did Miss Murray spend her evening? Who accompanied her?

2.

What were the reflections of the author about this period in brief?

3.

Why was the ceremony of Rosalie’s wedding delayed for some

months?
4.

What was the day of her wedding?

5.

How did Matilda behave herself with young pretty Meltham?

9 Retell the story close to the text.

15 Mirth and mourning. The letter
1 Transcribe and pronounce:
Bridal, capable, to apologize, society, satisfactorily, indulgent, reprimand,
remonstrance, propriety, to chase, pursuit, sufficient, apparently, significant, to
demolish, felicitous, shawl, to anticipate, somber, populous.
2 Find the following words in the chapter; translate the sentences with
them; remember the context they were used in; learn them by heart:
1

to be flushed with excitement;

2

to receive congratulations;

3

to pardon;

4

to make use of one’s own liberty;
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5

to catch a distant glimpse;

6

forcible;

7

to be at a loss;

8

to confirm with oaths;

9

proficiency;

10

judicious;

11

obscurity;

12

fallacy;

13

to be deprived of smth;

14

leveret;

15

to dissuade smb from smth;

16

to scold smb;

17

courtesy;

18

to be absorbed in smth;

19

at any rate;

20

to vanish;

21

frugal;

22

to settle preliminaries;

23

to be set on foot;

24

to bestow;

25

to dispatch;

3 Find 10 unknown words, explain them in English, use the dictionary if
necessary.
4 Comment upon the following statements:
1.

but I sincerely hope it is; and I wish you true happiness and the best of

blessings.” (p.219)
2.

“ Happily, I could perceive no shadow of a difference: he wore the

same aspect as he had worn two months ago…” (p.222)
3.

“ I have known governesses who have so completely identified

themselves with the reputation of …” (p. 225)
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4.

“ But our wishes are like tinder: the flint and steel of circumstances

are striking our sparks…” (p. 231)
5.

“ …while I am egoist enough to imagine that no other woman could

have cheered him through them so well…” (p.238)
5 Change the dialogue between Agnes and Mr Weston into indirect
speech (p. 228).
6 Make a literary translation of the following passage in written form:
From “Sunday, however, was approaching: … up to …of his audience.”
(p.222-223)
7 Describe Agnes’ feelings after her meeting with Mr Weston.

Comprehension exercises
8 Say whether the statements are true or false:
1.

Agnes got letter from Mary about her father’s illness.

2.

Two days later after the first letter came the second letter from Mary

was brought.
3.

When Agnes reached home her mother and sister were in bed.

4.

Mary said that father got better.

5.

Mary’s wish was that Agnes should go back to Horton Lodge.

6.

Agnes’ mother accepted the idea of living at the vicarage.

9 Answer the following questions:
1.

Where did Rosalie Murray go? How did Agnes feel herself on the day

of Rosalie’s departure?
2.

Why did Agnes go to Nancy? What were they talking about?

3.

Render the dialogue between Agnes and Matilda about governess’

duties.
4.

What was a talk between Agnes and Mr Weston about?

5.

Why did Agnes have to go home?

6.

What letter did Agnes’ mother get?

10 Retell the chapters in details.
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16 The farewell
1 Transcribe and pronounce:
Mourn,

acknowledge,

matchless,

condolence,

unobtrusive,

inquiry,

contentedly, excessively, assuredly, intercourse, sermon, sequestered, delusions,
thenceforth, hysterical, inevitably.
2 Find the following words in the chapter; translate the sentences with
them; remember the context they were used in; learn them by heart:
1

to pity the poor;

2

overwhelming sorrow;

3

to be harassed with cares;

4

lament;

5

thrice;

6

to dilate upon the feelings;

7

to lay slumbering;

8

to mingle;

9

to ensue;

10

candour;

11

matchless mare;

12

to express no sympathy;

13

to offer no condolence;

14

evasive reply;

15

to leave the place shortly;

16

a profound secret;

17

feelings of regret;

18

unguarded openness;

19

to drop a hint of tenderness;

20

to be on a point of melting into tears;

3 Paraphrase the following sentences using the active vocabulary:
To her great sorrow she never saw them again.
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Take a spoonful of medicine three times a day.
It is needless to speak about the feelings of the widow.
All thoughts of a little boy were mixed up; he couldn’t understand what to
do.
He mounted his incomparable horse and led it by the bridle.
It was midnight so they went away soon.
It was a top secret but he betrayed us and it was high time to open a secret.
She was unprotected frank with us about everything
He tried to show his access of caress.
All that terrible news made her nervous and she was ready to burst into tears.
4 Say it in English using the active vocabulary:
У нее совсем не было времени готовиться к экзаменам, она была
утомлена заботой о больной матери, которой требовался тщательный уход.
Ежедневные жалобы и упрёки жены, что ей не хватает денег, и что ему
нужно искать еще одна работу, сводили его с ума.
Не нужно распространяться об искренних и светлых чувствах Хелен к
Майку, кому нужно, тот все узнает, всему свое время.
Он покоится под этим надгробием уже больше века.
Откровенность и искренность - редкие качества государственного
деятеля, но если он ими обладает, народ его всегда будет поддерживать.
Он был единственным человеком на похоронах, кто не выразил своего
сочувствия пострадавшей семье, хотя являлся им близким родственником.
Она уклончиво ответила, что будет счастлива, принять наше
приглашение, если мы пригласим Ника, к которому она давно уже
испытывает глубокую симпатию.
5 Ask 5 different types of questions to the following sentences in written
form:
1. I had only one reason for regretting it and that was a profound secret.
2. He turned the conversation to more general subjects.
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3.

She had many inquiries to make to about her sister, and I know what

besides.
6 Make a literary translation of the following passage in written form:
From “We often pity the poor… up to …lamenting her bereavement.”
(p.239)
7 Answer the following questions:
When did Agnes return to Horton Lodge? Was she with her mother?
What were the Agnes’ feelings on leaving her old house?
When did Agnes meet Edward Weston? Did he express any sympathy or
offer any condolence to her?
What was the talk between Agnes and Edward Weston about?
What happened after Sunday’s service?
8 Comment on the title of the chapter.
9 Retell the story close to the text.

17 The school
1 Find the following words in the chapter; translate the sentences with
them; remember the context they were used in; learn them by heart.
1

by due care;

2

to increase smth;

3

to set oneself with befitting energy;

4

by no means;

5

to rest on one’s heart;

6

to commence with smth;

7

to whisper in one’s ear;

8

to be out of humour;

9

to rush into one’s face;

10

to school oneself;

11

to have grounds for smth;
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12

to be obliged to do smth;

13

to obey smth;

14

to take things easy;

15

to exercise one’s patience;

16

listless;

17

at length;

18

to nurse smb;

19

plenty of smth;

20

to benefit smb;

21

to be a sacrifice for smb;

22

to be delighted with smth;

2 Transcribe and pronounce:
Solace, credulous, perusal, privilege, dereliction, egregious, presumptuous,
unworthy, bridal, tranquility, gaiety, dissipated, metropolis, prodigious,
curiosity, sufficiently.
3 Make up a situation with the words and word-combinations from
exercise 1.
4 Say it in English using the active vocabulary:
Хотя у нее и не было свободного времени, но она все же понимала, что
необходимо было ухаживать за пожилой женщиной, так как у нее совсем не
было родственников.
На ее столе было огромное количество книг по всем предметам, было
видно, что она серьезно готовилась к сдаче государственного экзамена.
Каждый должен подчиняться законам, как бы тяжело это ни было для
некоторых людей, только тогда в стране будет царить порядок.
Вечеринка была просто замечательная: много народа, песни, пляски, но
у нее не было настроения веселиться, внезапно возникшие проблемы дома
обременяли ее.
Ужиная в ресторане при свечах, в этой романтической обстановке, он
прошептал ей, что очень ее любит и хочет, чтобы она стала его женой.
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Государство выплачивает деньги семьям, имеющим двоих детей, так
президент попытался решить проблему, связанную с населением страны.
5 Make a literary translation of the following passage in written form:
From “I cannot say that… up to …respecting him.” (p.250)

Comprehension exercises
6 Tell about the letter from Lady Ashby and the effect it produced
on Agnes.
7 Find 10 unknown words, explain them in English, use the dictionary
if necessary.
8 Give the plan of the chapter and retell it in details.

18 The visit
1 Translate and pronounce:
Undulating, bliss, overwhelm, grandeur, awe, condescending, dissipation,
exuberance, obtrusive, insatiate, verdure, foliage, ferocious, reckless, languid,
worshiper.
2 Find the following words in the chapter; translate the sentences with
them; remember the context they were used in; learn them by heart.
1 magnificent;
2 shabby and mean;
3 welfare;
4 descend thence;
5 travelling encumbrances;
6 to be accustomed to;
7 to be awkward;
8 to preserve an aspect of ;
9 to save someone’s pride;
10 to lay curled up;
11to have inquires;
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12 to be introduced to the world;
13 to jog on;
14 to hurry someone ;
15 to beat one’s leap;
16 to brighten up;
17 to make a great rout of something;
18 to take oneself off ;
19 to weary of something;
20 disgusting nonsense;
3 Translate the following into English
Что ж! Я не собираюсь осуждать ее за это. Это ее жизнь, и никто не
сможет решить эту проблему за нее
Я хотела бы узнать, счастлива ли она, но чувствовала, что это за
пределами дозволенного и так и не решилась спросить.
Она

сделала несколько слабых попыток убедить меня, но вскоре

сдалась, и я заметила, что

это предложение

было для нее большим

облегчением.
Она говорила оживленно и принимала мое восхищение с польщенной
улыбкой, которая, впрочем, скоро поблекла, вслед за этим последовал
печальный вздох понимания, насколько незначительны эти безделушки для
человеческого счастья
«А! Мистер Грин страдает от разбитого сердца, знаешь ли, - ответила
она с томной улыбкой, - он еще не оправился от этого разочарования, и я
полагаю, не оправится никогда»
« Не смотрите на меня так потрясенно, Мисс Грей; я вела себя
довольно деликатно, уверяю вас: но вы же сами понимаете, что тут
поделаешь, если тобой восхищаются?»
Она принялась кусать губу и досадливо нахмурила брови, вспомнив
владения, которые она когда-то так жаждала назвать своими.
4 Arrange these words into pairs of synonyms.
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Conspicuous, recluse, solace, obedient, noticeable, ponder, covet, consolation,
hermit, yearn, tractable, muse.
5 Say whether it is true or false:
Ashby Park was a dull, horrible place. The mansion looked vulgar and
pompous.
And so, this was a place Rosalie Murray had never long to call her own.
Agnes dined and lunched with all the members of Rosalie’s family, all of
them admired her company.
Agnes’s room was small, unpretending, but sufficiently comfortable
apartment.
The drawing room also attracted Agnes, though she tried to look indifferent,
as if she saw nothing remarkable.
Agnes was wealthy enough to possess her own watch and she could always
tell how the time was passing.
Rosalie Murray adored her mother-in-law and sitting with her in a drawing
room all the evening long was a great pleasure for her.
6 Make a literary translation of the following passage in written form:
From “As I was not rich enough to possess a watch…up to …or of my own
world within” (p.266)
7 Ask 5 different types of questions to the following sentences:
1. She made me some faint objections, but soon conceded.
2. I was fool enough to ask her to live here still and direct the affairs of
house for me.
3. The mansion was stately without and commodious and elegant within.

Comprehension exercises
8 Describe one of the main characters of the chapter.
9 Retell the story close to the text.
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19 The park
1 Transcribe and pronounce:
Suspense, accordingly, companion, languor, flatness, sinister, pretend,
prisoner, coquetry, extravagance, bitterness, ameliorate, incorrigible, requirement,
conciliate, incubus.
2 Find the following words in the chapter; translate the sentences with
them; remember the context they were used in; learn them by heart.
1

to long for;

2

at once;

3

somebody is on horseback;

4

ride up;

5

botchy;

6

trot by;

7

emphasis;

8

at the moment;

9

listen to somebody;

10

either of smb;

11

a gaming table;

12

to wrap somebody or something up;

13

squander away;

14

arm length;

15

stay out;

16

to insist upon something;

17

a heavy heart;

3 Ask 5 different types of questions to the following sentences in written
form:
1.

I must be a prisoner and a slave.

2.

I would give ten thousand words to be Miss Murray again.

3.

The best way to enjoy yourself is to do what is right.
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4 Make a literary translation of the following passage in written form:
From "I had listened to you: but....up to .in the bitterness of her vexation."
(p.271)
5 Ask 10 questions to your group mates according to the chapter.
6 Say it in English using the active vocabulary:
1.

Энн снова испытывала слабость и вялость, она никак не могла

понять, что с ней происходит, может быть все дело в недосыпании?
2.

Наконец-то он все понял и задался вопросом, на который сам же

и попытался найти ответ: «Должно быть, я пленник и раб?!».
3.

Встретив его случайно на улице, я сказал ему, что не стоило было

оскорблять Ника, на самом деле, он хороший человек и верный товарищ .
4.

Я целую неделю пытался понять, что с ней происходит: у нее не

было настроения, она не хотела ни с кем разговаривать, ее
раздражительность злила меня и окружающих.
5.

Доктора говорят, что его состояние улучшилось, но когда я

пришел и увидел его, мне вовсе так не показалось: он был таким же бледным,
как раньше, он лежал и не хотел вставать .
6.

У нее было все то, что нравилось Джереми: кокетство,

экстравагантность и мудрость.
7.

Ее требования были совершенно справедливыми к Майклу, ведь

она хотела связать с ним всю свою жизнь, родить ребенка, и быть ему самой
лучшей женой в мире.

Comprehension exercises
7 Comment on the title of the chapter.
8 Retell the story close to the text using active vocabulary.

20 The sands
1 Transcribe an pronounce:
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Commotion, splash, water- cart, composure, fatigue, promontory, deluge,
cares, resort, moist, exertion, azure, exhilaration, promontory, presumptuous,
precipitous, acclivity.
2 Find the following words in the chapter, translate, make up the
sentence with them, remember the context they were used in, learn them by
heart.
1

to walk skipped;

2

snuffling;

3

to leap up;

4

to unfasten;

5

craggy cliffs;

6

to enhance;

7

wild with glee;

8

prodigious force;

9

to come frisking and wriggling;

10

to have drop from the sky;

11

endeavour;

12

to prosper;

13

to ascend the precipitous road;

14

to surmount;

15

acclivity;

16

bliss;

17

azure;

18

semicircular;

19

to bound to the shore;

20

tangle;

3 Paraphrase the following sentences using the active vocabulary
I suddenly noticed that there was high humidity. It seemed that
downpour would begin soon.
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the

When Tom came into the garden he saw that there were a lot of useless and
little plants.
After a long walk I felt tired but I tried to go farther.
In the morning I felt energy and great strength in my body.
The children played in the street jumping on one foot.
I tried to achieve success in this business.
He was going along a long and narrow path for a long time having climbed a
steep road at last and there was his house.
Jane didn’t know how she could pass those high hills.
I was sitting on the coast of the sea listening to a spray of waves.
It was real pleasure to wave a rest under the sky.
4 Say it in English using the active vocabulary
Завтра у меня важный экзамен, но я практически не готова к нему,
придется надеяться только на везение. Я чувствую сильное волнение.
Это вовсе не удивительно, что вечерняя прогулка полезна для здоровья,
об этом пишут во всех книгах по медицине и рассказывают в передачах,
посвященных здоровому образу жизни.
Последнее время, после сложной работы я чувствую ужасную
усталость, поэтому приехав домой, я принимаю душ, ужинаю и немного
отдыхаю.
Полицейские проверяли каждый округ города в надежде отыскать
преступника, сбежавшего из тюрьмы.
Следующим летом я планирую отправиться на курорт вместе со своей
семьей, если, конечно же, не возникнут проблемы с деньгами.
Услышав, эту прекрасную новость я даже подпрыгнула от счастья. Еще
два дня я не могла поверить в то, что выиграла поездку в Египет.
У тебя на платье маленькое пятнышко, его срочно нужно оттереть, если
ты не хочешь, чтобы оно осталось там навсегда.
Это опрометчивый поступок с твоей стороны. Я думаю, что будет
довольно сложно убедить ее в том, что ты этого вовсе не хотел.
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Подходя к дому, я услышала за спиной сопение и жутко напугалась, но
когда обернулась, увидела только небольшую собаку, которая сопровождала
меня до самого подъезда.
Ночью на небе появляется лазурный полукруглый месяц, которым
любуются многие люди.
5 Ask 5 different types of questions to the following sentences in written
form:
I was dressed and went out, when the church clock struck a quarter to six.
I heard a snuffling sound behind me and then a dog came frisking and
wriggling at my feet.
I told him that we had had a considerable addition to our pupils after the
Christmas
vacation.
6 Read and translate in Russia the following fragment in written.
From “I awoke early on …up to… visible besides myself.” (p.276)
7 Describe the nature around Agnes while she was on morning walk.

Comprehension exercises
8 Answer the following questions:
Where did Agnes live at that moment?
What did she like to do in the early morning?
Whom did she meet on the beach?
About what the main hero and Mr. Westen were speaking about during their
walk?
Retell the chapter close to the text.

21 Conclusion
1 Transcribe and pronounce:
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Fatigue, feverish, recognition, assistance, converse, deficiency, timidly, protracted,
thundershower, jest, sufficient, admiration, trial, endeavour, reform, contentment,
vicar.
2 Find the following words in chapters; translate sentences with them;
remember the context they were used in; learn them by heart.
1

to put oneself into fever;

2

remarkable recognition;

3

a little society;

4

to seat down to await the result;

5

to converse;

6

quickly dropped between us;

7

the rain laid the dust;

8

a brilliant sunset;

9

to put on one’s bonnet;

10

we must have them again;

11

to defy somebody;

12

to settle;

13

the greatest of all afflictions;

14

to be committed to somebody;

15

to do things by extremes;

16

to take the liberty;

17

in the course of a week;

18

a fever of anxiety;

19

to speak timidly;

20

20) to be down in a few minutes;

3 Ask 5 different types of questions to the follow sentences in written
form:
She had a little conversation with him in the course of which, as he asked
about our school, I was led to say something about you and your good
management.
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I was as much noticed as I would wish to be: there was no lack of kind
words and it looks no end of delicate attentions.
I see, by those light clouds in the west, there will be a brilliant sunset, and
we shall be in time to witness its effect upon the sea, at the most moderate rate of
progression.
4 Make a literary translation of the following passage in written form:
From “I hope I have not been...up to…have you any other?” (p. 290)
5 Paraphrase the following sentences:
1.

You always do things by extremes; if you had taken a short walk it

would do you good.
2.

He said he should like to know you, and asked if I could introduce

him to you, if he should take the liberty of calling tomorrow; so I said I would.
3.

I think he is a very sensible man.

4.

After that, he often called upon us – several times in the course of a

5.

Ceremony was quickly dropped between us.

6.

The rain has laid the dust, and cooled and cleared the air, and the

week.

prospect will be magnificent.
7.

The thundershower had certainly had a most beneficial effect upon the

weather, and the evening was the most delightful.
8.

I forgot to consult your convenience; but now, we will walk as slowly

as you please.
9.

My house is desolated, and I am acquainted now with all the ladies in

my parish and with several in this town too.
10.

You must know that it was not my way to flatter and talk soft

nonsense or even to speak the admiration that I felt.
6 Say it in English using the active vocabulary:
1.

Его удивительное восприятие данной проблемы поразило

участников конференции, и никто не смог найти достойных слов для ответа.
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2.

Марк вызывал чувство жалости – он был настоящим здоровяком,

а говорил с ней робко и застенчиво, как будто маленький мальчик.
3.

Анна обещала, что спустится к ужину через несколько минут,

хотя уже решила, что уже через мгновение она покинет дом навсегда.
4.

Наконец дело было сделано, им оставалось сидеть и ждать

результата.
5.

Френ не знала меры ни в чем и если бралась за какое-нибудь

дело, то делала это со всем отчаянием.
6.

Теплый летний дождь был настоящей радостью для всех нас, он

освежил воздух, смыл пыль с деревьев, создав атмосферу торжественности.

Discussion
7 Answer the following questions:
How did Agnes tell her mother about Mr. Weston’s coming?
What kind of impressions did Agnes’ mother have about Mr. Weston’s first
visit?
What kind of feelings did Agnes have about Mr. Weston’s visits? What did
she say about it?
What did Mr. Weston suggest to Agnes during their walk?
What was Agnes’ answer?
8 What attitude do you have to Mr. Weston according to this chapter
and why?
9 Retell the story close to the text.
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2 Harry Potter and the sorcerer’s stone. Biography of J. K.
Rowling
Read and translate the following text about J. K. Rowling:

J. K. Rowling was born in a small town near
Bristol. She always liked writing and wrote her
first story when she was only five! After school,
she went to university to study languages and then
became a teacher of French. The writer says that
Harry Potter was born on a long trainb journey
and was originally seen as just a bit of
entertainment for the writer’s daughter Jessica. At
the time, J. K. Rowling, known as Jo to her friends, was a single mother working
hard to make enough money to support her daughter. It was publishers who
advised Jo to use her initials – J. K. Instead of Jo, as they thought that adventures
of eleven-year-old boy would not be popular amongst teenagers if written by a
woman. Now, Harry Potter books are so popular all around the world that J. K.
Rowling has become one of the richest people in the UK. She is even richer than
the Queen with an estimated fortune of 280 million pounds!
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1 The boy who lived
1 Translate the following words and expressions, put them
in the transcription; read out the sentences with them from the
text:
To be involved in; to crane over garden fences: to spy on the neighbours; a
good-for-nothing husband; a large, tawny owl; to chortle, to jerk one’s head
around; to change one’s mind; in a squeaky voice; to yawn; to twitch; high-heeled,
buckled boots; beady-eyed; to pinch; the inky sky.
2 Find in the text the English equivalents to the following words and
expressions; recall the situations, used in the text.
Жужжать (гудеть); порхать (бить крылами); плащ; сплетничать;
кожаный чемоданчик (портфель); клевать (чмокнуть); сесть в машину; что-то
особенное; окраина города; крошечный; прохожий; крепко обнять; строгий
(суровый, неумолимый) взгляд; судить по чему-либо; крючковатый нос; быть
благодарным за что-либо; рассерженный (раздраженный); выжить; великан.
3 Give synonyms to the following words and expressions from the text:
Auger; to clutch; vice versa; fancy; meteorologist; mildly, tenderly; angry,
irritated.
4 Insert the prepositions where necessary; translate the sentences;
define the grammar tense of each sentence; put general questions to each
sentence.
1. Dumbledore and Professor McGonagall bent

… …

the bundle …

blankets.
2. … the corner Dumbledore stopped and took … the silver Put-Outer.
3. Professor McGonagall pulled … a lace handkerchief and dabbed … her
eyes … her spectacles.
4. People are being downright careless, … … the streets … broad daylight,
not even dressed … Muggle clothes, swapping rumors."
5. He was wearing … long robes, a purple cloak that swept … the ground.
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6. Famous … something he won't even remember!
7. He'll be famous — a legend — I wouldn't be surprised if today was
known as Harry Potter day … the future — there will be books written … Harry —
every child … our world will know his name!"
8. "Dumbledore — you can't. I've been watching … them all day.
9. Instead he was smiling … a rather severe-looking woman who was
wearing square glasses exactly the shape … the markings the cat had had … its
eyes.
10. Albus Dumbledore was busy rummaging … his cloak, looking …
something.
5 Explain the following words in English.
Tantrum; to chortle; tabby cat; to blink; to grunt; to stumble; to rummage; a
drill; downright; to swap; marking; to slam.

Comprehension exercises
6 Read the following statements. Say whether they are true according to
the story, if not, correct them.
1. Mrs. Dursley was thin and blonde.
2. He was a small, beefy man with hardly any neck, although he did have a
very little mustache.
3. Mrs. Potter was Mrs. Dursley's sister, but they hadn't met for several
years.
4. The Dursleys knew that the Potters had a small daughter, too, but they had
never even seen her.
5. Everybody noticed a large, tawny owl flutter past the window.
6. Mr. Dursley couldn't bear people who dressed in funny clothes.
7. For some reason, the sight of the cat seemed to amuse Albus Dumbledore.
8. Professor McGonagall flinched, but Dumbledore, who was unsticking two
orange drops, seemed not to notice.
7 Arrange the sentences from vocabulary exercises IV in the proper
order according to the contents of the text.
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8 Say who made these utterances and in connection with what:
1.

"His aunt and uncle will be able to explain everything to him when

he's older. I've written them a letter."
2.

"Could I — could I say good-bye to him, sir?"

3.

"To Harry Potter — the boy who lived!"

4.

"And I don't suppose you're going to tell me why you're here, of all

places?"
5.

"Owls... shooting stars... and there were a lot of funny-looking people

in town today..."
6.

Viewers as far apart as Kent, Yorkshire, and Dundee have been

phoning in to tell me that instead of the rain I promised yesterday, they've had a
downpour of shooting stars!

Discussion
9 Answer the following questions:
1. What were the Dursleys like?
2. What was the Dursleys’s secret?
3. What strange things happened on the dull, gray Tuesday?
4. What did Albus Dumbledore look like?
5. Why was Dumbledore’s watch very odd?
6. What did Hagrid look like?
10 Retell the events of the chapter as if you were:
1. Mr. Dursley; 2. Professor McGonagall.
11 Make a literary translation of the extract “A breeze ruffled the neat
hedges of Privet Drive... "To Harry Potter — the boy who lived!” (in writing).
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2 The vanishing glass
1 Translate the following words and expressions,
put them in the transcription; read out the sentences
with them from the text:
A bonnet; to rap; Scotch tape; a bolt of lightning; to
grab; to ruffle one’s hair; a slug; the wailing wall; hoodlum;
to lick; to snooze; a cobra; a python; a boa constrictor;
vigorously; to hiss; a shrill voice; smoothly; frantically; puff ball; gigantic; to
snigger; to gibber.
2 Find in the text the English equivalents to the following words and
expressions; recall the situations, used in the text.
Роковой; пронзительно кричать; шрам (рубец); рявкать; тем временем;
проглатывать (есть с жадностью); наручные часы; сердце у него дрогнуло
(ёкнуло); скривить лицо; обнять кого-либо; парикмахерская; мешковатая
одежда, подвесная груша (для бокса).
3 Give synonyms to the following words and expressions from the text:
Open-air market, roundabout, a sudden movement, speak sharply, to hit with
fist, to fall (smash), to discern by smell, to tear, to cry (howl), to moan, to creep
(move silently), to stare at smb, to growl.
4 Insert the prepositions where necessary; translate the sentences;
define the grammar tense of each sentence; put disjunctive questions to each
sentence.
1. Harry heard her walking … the kitchen and then the sound … the frying
pan being put … the stove.
2. Half an hour later, Harry, who couldn't believe his luck, was sitting … the
back … the Dursleys' car … Piers and Dudley, … the way … the zoo … the first
time … his life.
3. Perhaps it had something to do … living … a dark cupboard, but Harry
had always been small and skinny … his age.
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4. Dudley stood … his nose pressed … the glass, staring … the glistening
brown coils.
5. Harry got slowly … … bed and started looking … socks.
6. The great snake was uncoiling itself rapidly, slithering … … the floor.
7. A bald man … a very long purple coat had actually shaken his hand … the
street … the other day and then walked … … a word.
8. Aunt Petunia had decided it must have shrunk …he wash and, … his great
relief, Harry wasn't punished.
9. Harry was frying eggs … the time Dudley arrived … the kitchen … his
mother.
10. Uncle Vernon waited … Piers was safely … … the house … starting …
Harry.
5 Explain the following words in English.
Tidy; brass; to groan; knobby; to yell; a grin; scrawny; shear off; to chase;
trash; lizard; to waddle; to vanish; a knuckle; furiously.

Comprehension exercises
6 Read the following statements. Say whether they are true according to
the story, if not, correct them.
1. When he had been younger, Harry had dreamed and dreamed of some
unknown relation coming to take him away, but it had never happened.
2. He'd lived with the Dursleys almost twelve years, twelve miserable years,
as long as he could remember, ever since he'd been a baby and his parents had died
in that plane crash.
3. The zoo director himself made Aunt Petunia a cup of strong, sweet coffee
while he apologized over and over again.
4. Harry looked back at the bear and winked, too.
5. Behind the glass, all sorts of lizards and snakes were sleeping and snorting
over bits of wood and stone.
6. It was a very rainy Saturday and there was nobody in the zoo.
7. Every year, Harry was left behind with Mrs. Figg, a young pretty lady
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who lived two streets away.
7 Arrange the sentences from vocabulary exercises IV in the proper
order according to the contents of the text.
8 Say who made these utterances and in connection with what:
1.

"That's two less than last year."

2.

"Darling, you haven't counted Auntie Marge's present, see, it's here

under this big one from Mommy and Daddy."
3.

"I won't blow up the house,".

4.

"I'm warning you now, boy — any funny business, anything at all —

and you'll be in that cupboard from now until Christmas."
5.

"Brazil, here I come.... Thanksss, amigo."

6.

"But the glass, where did the glass go?"

Discussion
9 Answer the following questions:
1. What was the only thing Harry liked about his appearance?
2. What did Harry usually wear?
3. Where did Dudley’s parents take him and his friends every year on his
birthday?
4. What were Dudley’s presents?
5. Where did Harry live?
10 Tell the events of the chapter as if you were:
1. Harry; 2. Dudley; 3. Mr. Dursley.
11 Make a literary translation of the extract “Once, Aunt Petunia, tired
of Harry coming back from … Harry supposed that the wind must have
caught him in mid-jump” (in writing).
12 Find in the text all possible synonyms to the words: to speak, to walk;
give definitions to them in English (in writing).
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3 The letters from no one
1 Translate the following words and
expressions, put them in the transcription; read
out the sentences with them from the text:
Crutch; maroon tailcoat; gruffly; parchment; disgust; ration; to perch;
gleefully; a shack; a fierce wind; seaweed; to sniffle; a tiny ray of hope; to croak; a
racing bike; to make a choking noise; his glasses dangled from one ear.
2 Find in the text the English equivalents to the following words and
expressions; recall the situations, used in the text.
Соломенная шляпа; расплакаться; сморщить нос; окраина города;
схватить кого-либо за шиворот; сесть прямо (вытянувшись); пыхтеть
(сопеть); вешалка; проноситься со свистом; орать на кого-либо; прорезь в
двери для почтовой корреспонденции.
3 Give synonyms to the following words and expressions from the text:
Avoidance; to strike to ground; roam, go aimlessly or unhurriedly; to
stumble; to march before the audience; torn or tattered clothing; to prod; to move
secretly or silently; to grab, to step, to exchange, to beat, to dry up.
4 Insert the prepositions where necessary; translate the sentences;
define the grammar tense of each sentence; put general question to each
sentence.
1. Dudley wasn't used … being ignored.
2. Dudley had been accepted … Uncle Vernon's old private school,
Smeltings.
3. She let Harry watch television and gave him a bit … chocolate cake that
tasted as though she'd had it … several years.
4. Harry and Dudley promptly had a furious but silent fight …. who would
listen … the keyhole.
5. Harry was thinking … this time yesterday and bitterly wishing he'd
opened the letter … the hall.
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6. Dudley snored but Harry stayed awake, sitting … the windowsill, staring
… … the lights … passing cars and wondering.
7. His heart hammered as he crept … the dark hall … the front door.
8. Every now and then Uncle Vernon would take a sharp turn and drive …
the opposite direction … a while.
9. Maybe the house … Privet Drive would be so full … letters when they got
… that he'd be able to steal one somehow.
10. The storm raged more and more ferociously as the night went ….
11. He drove them … the middle … a forest, got …, looked …, shook his
head, got … … the car, and … they went again.
5. Explain the following words in English; make up a crossword for
your group-mates using these words.
Crunch; stomach; lumpy; timidly; chimney; hammer; punishment; wax; jerk;
porridge; tortoise; mustache; alien; ink; fireplace.

Comprehension exercises
6 Read the following statements. Say whether they are true according to
the story, if not, correct them.
1. Aunt Petunia found a few moldy blankets in the second room and made
up a bed for Harry on the moth-eaten sofa.
2. Icy sea spray and rain crept down their necks and a chilly wind whipped
their faces.
3. Harry was pointing at what looked like a large rock way out at sea.
4. On Sunday morning, Uncle Vernon sat down at the dinner table looking
tired and rather ill, but happy.
5. On Friday, no less than twelve letters arrived for Harry.
6. Harry handed Uncle Vernon the bill and the postcard, sat down, and
slowly began to open the yellow envelope.
7. There was a pleasant fragrance in the kitchen the next morning when
Harry went in for breakfast.
8. Harry and Uncle Vernon came in, both with wrinkled noses because of the
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smell from Dudley's new uniform.
9. The repaired alarm clock rang at five o'clock the next morning.
7 Arrange the sentences from vocabulary exercises IV in the proper
order according to the contents of the text.
8 Say who made these utterances and in connection with what:
1.

"I'm dyeing some of Dudley's old things gray for you. It'll look just

like everyone else's when I've finished."
2.

"Watching — spying — might be following us."

3.

"Storm forecast for tonight!"

4.

"Who on earth wants to talk to you this badly?"

5.

"Where's my letter?" ,"Who's writing to me?"

Discussion
9 Answer the following questions:
1. What was the Harry’s present for his tenth birthday?
2. What did a purple wax seal bear?
3. What were the things in the Harry’s new room that looked as through
they’d never been touched?
4. What did Uncle Vernon do in this chapter that he'd never done before?
5. How many bed rooms did the Dursleys house have?
10 Tell the events of the chapter as if you were:
1. Harry; 2. Dudley; 3. Mrs. Dursley.
11 Make a literary translation of the extract “The escape of the
Brazilian boa constrictor … This was supposed to be good training for later
life.” (in writing).
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4 The keeper of the keys
1

Translate

the

following

words

and

expressions, put them in the transcription; read out
the sentences with them from the text:
Bewilder;

syllable;

equipment;

anxious;

incredible; a wizard; a handkerchief; a foghorn;
courage; a sorcerer; revenge; to clench; to explode;
amber; flickering light; a slightly squashed box; to
swing clean off the hinges.
2 Find in the text the English equivalents to the following words and
expressions; recall the situations, used in the text:
Винтовка; слететь с петель; стоять в дверном проеме; скрежещущий
шум; как мышь, на которую наступили; поджаренная колбаса; ёрзать;
хижина (лачуга); зажимать в клюве; убеждать; грива; прогнуться по чьимлибо

весом;

с

мертвенно-бледным

лицом;

говорить

напыщенно,

разглагольствовать.
3 Give synonyms to the following words and expressions from the text:
Cursed; damned; nonsense, rubbish; a strange man; a mad, abnormal man; to
humiliate; despondently, dolefully, dejectedly.
4 Insert the prepositions where necessary; translate the sentences;
define the grammar tense of each sentence; put alternative questions to each
sentence.
1. … danger … being speared …the end … an umbrella … a bearded giant,
Uncle Vernon's courage failed again; he flattened himself … the wall and fell
silent.
2. Questions exploded … Harry's head like fireworks and he couldn't decide
which to ask first.
3. Harry stretched … his hand … last to take the yellowish envelope,
addressed … emerald green … Mr. H. Potter.
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4. He passed the sausages … Harry, who was so hungry he had never tasted
anything so wonderful, but he still couldn't take his eyes … the giant.
5. But … that moment, Hagrid leapt … the sofa and drew a battered pink
umbrella … … his coat.
6. The door was hit … such force that it swung clean … its hinges and with
a deafening crash landed flat … the floor.
7. There was a crash … them and Uncle Vernon came skidding … the room.
8. His eyes fell … the empty grate … the shriveled chip bags … it and he
snorted.
9. The giant sat … … … the sofa, which sagged … his weight.
5 Explain the following words in English:
Deafening crash; budge up; to cower; witchcraft and wizardry; to be clouted;
prune (sl. am.), a Muggle, warty.

Comprehension exercises
6 Read the following statements. Say whether they are true according to
the story, if not, correct them.
1. Harry’s marks at school weren't bad.
2. Hagrid suddenly pulled out a very clean, unspotted handkerchief and blew
his nose with a sound like a foghorn.
3. The giant squeezed his way into the hut, stooping so that his head just
brushed the ceiling.
4. From an inside pocket of his brown overcoat Rubeus Hagrid, Keeper of
Keys and Grounds at Hogwarts pulled a slightly squashed box.
5. Harry’s parents died in a car crash.
6. Harry, meanwhile, still had questions to ask, hundreds of them.
7. Hagrid looked at Harry with warmth and respect blazing in his eyes, but
Harry, instead of feeling pleased and proud, felt quite sure there had been a
horrible mistake.
7 Arrange the sentences from vocabulary exercises IV in the proper
order according to the contents of the text.
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8 Say who made these utterances and in connection with what:
1.

"What? My — my mom and dad weren't famous, were they?"

2.

"STOP! I FORBID YOU!"

3.

Term begins on September 1. We await your owl by no later than July

31. Yours sincerely,
4.

"I mean, they're famous. You're famous."

5.

"I'd like ter see a great Muggle like you stop him,"

6.

“But for my mother and father, oh no, it was Lily this and Lily that,

they were proud of having a witch in the family!"

Discussion
9 Answer the following questions:
1. What was the letter to Mr. Harry Potter about?
2. What was Harry’s idea about the last events?
3. What striking things did Hagrid do while speaking to Harry?
4. What was Harry’s present for his birthday?
5. What was the secret the Dursleys did not tell Harry?
10. Tell the events of the chapter as if you were:
1. Harry; 2. Dudley; 3. Mrs. Dursley; 4. Rubeus Hagrid; 5. Mr. Dursley.
11 Make a literary translation of the extract “Hagrid looked at Harry
with warmth … Hagrid was positively beaming at him.” (in writing).
12 Write down Harry’s reply to Deputy Headmistress’s letter. (not less
than 1 page).
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5 Diagon alley
1 Translate the following words and expressions, put them in the
transcription; read out the sentences with them from the text:
To swell; to snap at; fastening; a cauldron; a phial; a bartender; to wriggle;
an eel; a drawling voice; in very special circumstances; to gawk; a cushion;
prophet; crikey.
2 Find in the text the English equivalents to the following words and
expressions; recall the situations, used in the text:
Свирепо (люто, неистово); связка ключей; управлять чем-либо; через
пять минут; ярко-желтый; ярлык; волшебная палочка; оловянный; жаба;
заикаться; провозить контрабандой (тайно проносить); с нетерпением ждать
чего-либо; шикарный; я потрясен, загривок, затылок.
3 Give synonyms to the following words and expressions from the text:
To throw, to hurl; to gasp; a fell, skin; noisy, fidgety; to bend, to curve; to
exhale; a prattle; a witch, a harridan; podgy; clumsily, ungracefully.
4 Insert the prepositions where necessary; translate the sentences;
define the grammar tense of each sentence; put general questions to each
sentence.
1. Harry wanted to watch Hagrid until he was … … sight; he rose … his seat
and pressed his nose … the window, but he blinked and Hagrid had gone.
2. … another escalator, … … Paddington station; Harry only realized where
they were when Hagrid tapped him … the shoulder.
3. Then he noticed a grubby little package wrapped … … brown paper lying
… the floor.
4. A pair … goblins bowed them … the silver doors and they were … a vast
marble hall.
5. Harry scrambled … his feet, so happy he felt as though a large balloon
was swelling … him.
6. Harry had learned … Uncle Vernon that people liked to be left alone
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while they did this, but it was very difficult, he'd never had so many questions …
his life.
7. A little man … a top hat was talking … the old bartender, who was quite
bald and looked like a toothless walnut.
8. They say he met vampires … the Black Forest, and there was a nasty bit
… trouble … a hag — never been the same since.
9. He did look very green, and when the cart stopped … last … a small door
… the passage wall, Hagrid got … and had to lean … the wall to stop his knees …
trembling.
5 Explain the following words in English:
Bungler; robes; vampire; spleen; stalactites and stalagmites; armpit, phoenix,
parchment and quills, cushion.

Comprehension exercises
6 Read the following statements. Say whether they are true according to
the story, if not, correct them.
1. In the back of the shop, a boy with a pale, pointed face was standing on a
footstool while a second witch pinned up his long black robes.
2. Even Harry, who never read anything, would have been wild to get his
hands on some of these.
3. Harry took the wand and (feeling foolish) waved it around a bit, but Mr.
Ollivander snatched it out of his hand almost at once.
4. Hagrid leaned across the table. Behind the small mustache and eyebrows
he wore a very ugly smile.
5. Hagrid helped Dudley on to the train that would take him back to the
Dursleys, then handed him an envelope.
6. An old man was standing before them, his wide, pale eyes shining like
moons through the gloom of the shop.
7. They passed book shops and music stores, hamburger restaurants and
cinemas, but nowhere that looked as if it could sell you a magic wand.
7 Arrange the sentences from vocabulary exercises IV in the proper
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order according to the contents of the text.
8 Say who made these utterances and in connection with what:
1.

"Bless my soul,""Harry Potter... what an honor."

2.

"Welcome," "to Diagon Alley."

3.

"You have his key, Sir?"

4.

"How often do you check to see if anyone's inside?"

5.

"I remember every wand I've ever sold, Mr. Potter. Every single

wand.”
6.

"P-P-Potter," "c-can't t-tell you how p- pleased I am to meet you."
7.

"He wants payin' fer deliverin' the paper. Look in the pockets."

Discussion
9 Answer the following questions:
1. What happened the following morning when Harry woke?
2. Where and why did they go first?
3. What things did Harry need to have for studying at school?
4. Who recognized Harry and what was their reaction?
5. When and where did Harry begin to learn magic?
10 Tell the events of the chapter as if you were:
1. Harry; 2. Rubeus Hagrid.
11 Make a literary translation of the extract “They had reached a snowy
white building that towered over the other little shops. … "That seems to be
in order."” (in writing).
12 Learn the words engraved upon the second pair of silver doors and
make a literary translation of them.
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6 The journey from platform nine and threequarters
1 Translate the following words and expressions,
put them in the transcription; read out the sentences
with them from the text:
To give somebody a lift; gangling; in a disgruntled
sort of way; tarantula; a dud; a prickle of fear; ivy; pebble;
to blink; a babble; to pipe; to swarm; to jostle smb; blimey; to behave oneself;
alchemy, a tenpin bowling.
2 Find in the text the English equivalents to the following words and
expressions; recall the situations, used in the text:
Хрюкать,

мычать

(о

человеке);

получать

прокол,

лопнуть;

ошарашенный, ошеломленный; пищать (о человеке); шагать (большими
шагами); неожиданно повернуться; колотиться (о сердце); ухать (о сове);
прическа, состоящая из многочисленных коротких косичек; проходить
бочком, робко, украдкой.
3 Give synonyms to the following words and expressions from the text:
To be off, bog off, bugger off; rising robes; to stare at smb; to blab, to leak;
worn-out, threadbare-looking; torpid, numb; to look confused, stunned; stocky,
stumpy.
4 Insert the prepositions where necessary; translate the sentences;
define the grammar tense of each sentence; put disjunctive questions to each
sentence.
1. Harry woke … five o'clock … the next morning and was too excited and
nervous to go … to sleep.
2. … the end the guard strode …, muttering … time wasters.
3. People jostled him … their way … platforms nine and ten.
4. He and Ron took … their jackets and pulled … their long black robes.
5. People pushed their way … the door and … … … a tiny, dark platform.
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6. They walked … a flight … stone steps and crowded … the huge, oak front
door.
7. We will be reaching Hogwarts … five minutes' time.
8. Platform nine and three-quarters was … Harry’s ticket.
9. "How to get … the platform?" she said kindly, and Harry nodded.
10. The boy lifted the lid … a box … his arms, and the people … him
shrieked and yelled as something … poked … a long, hairy leg.
11. The first few carriages were already packed … students, some hanging
… … the window to talk … their families, some fighting … seats.
5 Explain the following words in English:
To dump; to shove; to heave; riffraff; a quiz show; ruddy (sl.); to pace the
room; to press on through the crowd; to tuck away; to gawk at somebody; tinge.

Comprehension exercises
6 Read the following statements. Say whether they are true according to
the story, if not, correct them.
1. Ron was more interested in eating the bats than looking at the Famous
Witches and Wizards cards, but Harry couldn't keep his eyes off them.
2. Harry had always had much money for candy with the Dursleys.
3. Ron reached inside his jacket and pulled out a fat gray rabbit, which was
asleep.
4. A scarlet steam engine was waiting next to a platform packed with people.
5. Hagrid told Harry to tap the third brick on the left to get into Diagon
Alley.
6. Harry cleared his throat to let the Dursleys know he was there, and
Dudley was glad to see him.
7. A boy with curly hair was surrounded by a small crowd.
8. While the boys had been talking, the train had carried them out of Paris.
Now they were speeding past fields full of lambs and horses.
7 Arrange the sentences from vocabulary exercises IV in the proper
order according to the contents of the text.
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8 Say who made these utterances and in connection with what:
1.

"Sorry, George, dear."

2.

"Never mind that, do you think he remembers what You-Know-Who

looks like?"
3.

"Are all your family wizards?"

4.

"Don't tell me you'd never heard of Dumbledore!"

5.

"I know all about you, of course — I got a few extra books for

background reading, and you're in Modern Magical History and The Rise and Fall
of the Dark Arts and Great Wizarding Events of the Twentieth Century."
6.

"Oh, you're going to fight us, are you?"

7.

"Heads down!"

Discussion
9 Answer the following questions:
1. How has Harry’s life changed lately?
2. Who helped Harry to reach platform nine and three-quarters?
3. Whom did Harry meet in the train?
4. What was ALBUS DUMBLEDORE?
5. Who took first years to Hogwarts?
10 Tell the events of the chapter as if you were:
1.Uncle Vernon; 2. Harry.
11 Make a literary translation of the extract “The thing is — the thing
is, I don't know how to - —… Gran, I've lost my toad again.” (in writing).
12 Compose a dialogue between Harry and a passing guard.
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7 The sorting hat
1 Translate the following words and expressions, put
them in the transcription; read out the sentences with them
from the text:
Banquet; triumph; pearly-white; a smudged nose; to linger
(about the eyes); the first years; his legs had turned to lead; a
turban; goblet; treacle tart; steak; to peer; to flatten one’s hair; a gaunt face;
tapestry.
2 Find in the text the English equivalents to the following words and
expressions; recall the situations, used in the text:
Гудение

сотни

голосов;

делать

честь

кому-либо

(чему-либо);

прихорашиваться; повести кого-либо на верную смерть; высоко в воздухе;
паниковать (тревожиться); испытывать тошноту; дурак (простофиля); шесть
лет в подряд; угощаться; винтовая лестница; освистывать; натянуть шляпу на
голову; выглядеть обиженным.
3 Give synonyms to the following words and expressions from the text:
To be going to do something; shabby (about the hat); very tasty; odds and
ends (remnants); fame; to stop; to beat slightly; of poor health; sky (poetic);
4 Insert the prepositions where necessary; translate the sentences;
define the grammar tense of each sentence; put special questions to each
sentence.
1. Harry had never even imagined … such a strange and splendid place.
2. A tall, black-haired witch … emerald-green robes stood there.
3. Harry didn't feel brave or quick-witted or any … it … the moment.
4. Dumbledore's twinkling eyes flashed … the direction … the Weasley
twins.
5. Perhaps Harry had eaten a bit too much, because he had … a very strange
dream.
6. They climbed … more staircases, yawning and dragging their feet, and
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Harry was just wondering how much farther they had to go when they came … a
sudden halt.
7. Professor Quirrell, …his absurd turban, was talking … a teacher … greasy
black hair, a hooked nose, and sallow skin.
8. His whole head swung … his neck and fell … his shoulder as if it was …
a hinge.
9. The dishes … front … him were now piled … food.
10. The last thing Harry saw … the hat dropped … his eyes was the hall full
… people craning to get a good look … him.
5 Explain the following words in English:
The sorting ceremony; a ruff; the brim of the hat; peppermint humbug; to
give somebody the thumbs up; scroll; to swagger; to plunge; éclair; meringue;
poltergeist.

Comprehension exercises
6 Read the following statements. Say whether they are true according to
the story, if not, correct them.
1. Harry heard the hat shout the first word to the whole hall.
2. And now there were only three people left to be sorted.
3. There was a pop, and a little man with wicked, dark eyes and a wide
mouth appeared, floating cross-legged in the air, clutching the walking sticks.
4. At the very end of the corridor hung a portrait of a very slim woman in a
yellow silk dress.
5. He rolled over and fell asleep again, and when he woke next day, he
remembered the dream in details.
6. The Dursleys had never exactly starved Harry, but he'd never been
allowed to eat as much as he liked.
7. The hundreds of faces staring at them looked like bright lanterns in the
flickering candlelight.
7 Arrange the sentences from vocabulary exercises III in the proper
order according to the contents of the text.
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8 Say who made these utterances and in connection with what:
1.

“New students!", "About to be Sorted, I suppose?”.

2.

“You could be great, you know, it's all here in your head,”

3.

“Welcome to a new year at Hogwarts!”

4.

“Great food, isn't it?”

5.

“When I call your name, you will put on the hat and sit on the stool to

be sorted,”
6.

“The Sorting is a very important ceremony”.

Discussion
9 Answer the following questions:
1.

What was the aim of Sorting ceremony?

2.

When did the hat begin to sing?

3.

What happened when everybody was sorted out?

4.

Who did Harry speak to while eating?

5.

What was served for the dessert?

6.

What was the song of the school about?

10 Tell the events of the chapter as if you were:
1. Harry; 2. Albus Dumbledore.
11 Make a literary translation of the extracts: “Harry quickly looked
down….. A moments pause” or “Dumbledore gave his wand a little flick …
throwing themselves at him.” (in writing).
12 Learn the word of the hat’s song and make a literary translation of
it.
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8 The potions master
1 Translate the following words and expressions, put
them in the transcription; read out the sentences with them
from the text:
To stand on tiptoe; to tickle; a potion; to screech; a
dungeon; bulging (eyes); fungus (fungi); oddball; a quill; a
cauldron; to ensnare senses; a bunch of dunderheads; snake fang; a crossbow; a
galosh; to drool; investigation; pheasant, caretaker.
2 Find in the text the English equivalents to the following words and
expressions; recall the situations, used in the text:
Шаткие, неустойчивые (о ступеньках); стонать от боли; крапива;
спасать;

ударить

кого-либо

ногой;

рвотное

средство;

покусывать

(пощипывать); иметь дар делать что-либо; на опушке леса; хныкать, говорить
монотонно, бубнить, перекличка, внушение, стеганый чехол для чайника.
3 Give synonyms to the following words and expressions from the text:
To assail; to creep, to move silently; deliberately; to move briskly; wretched,
hopeless; refined (science); spectacles; to guard; to appear suddenly; to idle, to
horse around.
4 Insert the prepositions where necessary; translate the sentences;
define the grammar tense of each sentence; put an disjunctive question to
each sentence.
1. Harry wished they wouldn't, because he was trying to concentrate …
finding his way … classes.
2. They had to study the night skies … their telescopes every Wednesday …
midnight and learn the names … different stars and the movements … the planets.
3. When Harry knocked they heard a frantic scrabbling … inside and several
booming barks.
4. The vault that was searched had … fact been emptied earlier that same
day.
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5. Hams and pheasants were hanging … the ceiling; a copper kettle was
boiling … the open fire, and … the corner stood a massive bed … a patchwork
quilt … it.
6. Hermione stretched her hand as high … the air as it would go … her
leaving her seat, but Harry didn't have the faintest idea what a bezoar was.
7. Snape put them all … pairs and set them to mixing … a simple potion to
cure boils.
8. It was lucky that Harry had tea … Hagrid to look … …, because the
Potions lesson turned … to be the worst thing that had happened … him so far.
9. … the end … the lesson, only Hermione Granger had made any difference
… her match.
10. Break a rule … front … her, put just one toe … … line, and she'd whisk
… … Filch, who'd appear, wheezing, two seconds later.
5 Explain the following words in English:
To ward off; zombie; porcupine; patchwork quilt; a bezoar; wormwood;
human veins.

Comprehension exercises
6 Read the following statements. Say whether they are true according to
the story, if not, correct them.
1. Easily the most boring class was History of Magic, which was the only
one taught by a ghost.
2. The class everyone hadn’t really been looking forward to was Defense
against the Dark Arts, but Quirrell's lessons turned out to be a bit of a joke.
3. Harry was on the edge of his seat and looked desperate to start proving
that he wasn't a dunderhead.
4. As they climbed the steps out of the dungeon an hour later, Harry's mind
was racing and his spirits were low.
5. As Harry and Ron walked back to the castle for supper, their pockets
weighed down with tasty cakes they'd been too polite to refuse.
6. There were a hundred and forty-five staircases at Hogwarts.
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7. Filch owned a cat called Mrs. Norris, a scrawny, dust-colored creature
with bulging, lamp like eyes just like Filch's.
8. Snape, like Flitwick, started the class by taking the roll call, and like
Flitwick, he paused at Harry's name.
9. Investigations continue into the break-in at Gringotts on 13 July.
10. The rock cakes were shapeless lumps with raisins that almost broke their
teeth.
7 Arrange the sentences from vocabulary exercises IV in the proper
order according to the contents of the text.
8 Say who made these utterances and in connection with what:
1.

"What have we got today?"

2.

"Double Potions with the Slytherins,"

3.

"What would I get if I added powdered root of asphodel to an infusion

of wormwood?"
4.

"How's yer brother Charlie?" "I liked him a lot -- great with animals."

5.

"Transfiguration is some of the most complex and dangerous magic

you will learn at Hogwarts,"

Discussion
9 Answer the following questions:
1. What was the reason Harry was in low spirits?
2. What subjects were on the curriculum at Hogwarts?
3. What were the ways (methods) of teaching at Hogwarts?
4. Where was the potions lesson, what happened during the lesson, describe
the teacher and explain what you would do if you were him?
5. Whom did Harry and Ron visit after receiving a letter?
10 Tell the events of the chapter as if you were:
1. Harry; 2. Snape; 3. Hermione.
11 Make a literary translation of the extract: “Potions lessons took place
down in one of the dungeons … What is the difference, Potter, between
monkshood and wolfs bane?" (in writing).
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9 The midnight duel
1

Translate

the

following

words

and

expressions, put them in the transcription; read out
the sentences with them from the text:
Saliva; gloatingly; eagle owl; a cork (of a bottle); to hover; an admiring
whoop; to look stunned; to gape at somebody; a duel; hunched shadows; a snuffle;
to beckon; to lurk in a corner; to petrify; to topple; tapestry.
2 Find in the text the English equivalents to the following words and
expressions; recall the situations, used in the text:
Говорить, захлебываясь (брызгаться слюной при разговоре); выхватить
что-либо у кого-либо из рук; покрываться рябью (о траве); его голос дрожал;
ковылять,

прихрамывать;

высоко

взлетать,

взмывать;

насмехаться,

усмехаться; семенить; свирепо смотреть на кого-либо; не могла не
подслушать; биться об заклад; увиливать от чего-либо; сновать, суетливо
двигаться; доспехи; замахнуться на кого-либо.
3 Give synonyms to the following words and expressions from the text:
To consider, a prize, to appear indistinctly, to make half-shut eyes, to behave
as coward, cause to stumble, a round handle of the door, to shout.
4 Insert the prepositions where necessary; translate the sentences;
define the grammar tense of each sentence; put the alternative question to
each sentence.
1. First-year Gryffindors didn't have to put … … Malfoy much.
2. Ron couldn't see what was exciting … a game … only one ball where no
one was allowed to fly.
3. Madam Hooch then showed them how to mount their brooms … sliding
… the end, and walked … and … the rows correcting their grips.
4. Blood was pounding … his ears.
5. … the other hand, Malfoys sneering face kept looming … … … the
darkness — this was his big chance to beat Malfoy face-to-face.
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6. Ron had a piece … steak and kidney pie halfway … his mouth, but he'd
forgotten all … it.
7. Filch must have hurried … to look … them somewhere else, because they
didn't see him anywhere.
8. They flitted … corridors striped … bars … moonlight … the high
windows.
9. Neville was curled … … the floor, fast asleep, but jerked suddenly awake
as they crept nearer.
10. He leaned … and pointed his broom handle … -- next second he was
gathering speed … a steep dive.
5 Explain the following words in English:
A barn owl; a remembrall; a singsong voice; a duel.

Comprehension exercises
6 Read the following statements. Say whether they are true according to
the story, if not, correct them.
1. The Remembrall was used as a looking-glass.
2. Harry decided not to follow Ron to take away the Remembrall because he
didn’t know how to mount the broom.
3. Harry was expelled from the school for not following the rules.
4. Madam Hooch was bending over Neville, her face as white as his, because
he had lost his consciousness.
5. Hermione Granger wanted to prevent Malfoy from taking part in the
midnight duel.
6. Wood turned out to be a person, a burly fifth-year boy who came out of
Flitwicles class looking confused.
7. They were looking straight into the eyes of a tiny dog, a dog that filled the
whole space between ceiling and floor.
8. Hermione Granger's broom had simply rolled over on the ground, and
Neville's hadn't moved at all.
9. The forbidden corridor was on the second floor.
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7 Arrange the sentences from vocabulary exercises IV in the proper
order according to the contents of the text.
8 Say who made these utterances and in connection with what:
1.

"Never mind that — pig snout, pig snout,"

2.

"He's late, maybe he's chickened out,"

3.

"Wood's captain of the Gryffindor team,"

4.

"Everyone stand by a broomstick. Come on, hurry up."

5.

"Madam Hooch told us not to move -- you'll get us all into trouble."

6.

"All right -please."

Discussion
9 Answer the following questions:
1. What happened during the first flying lesson?
2. Why did Harry, Ron, Hermione Granger meet Filch at midnight?
3. Was Peeves a friend to Harry?
4. What were Harry’s feelings after breaking the rule?
5. Who gave the idea that the dog was guarding something?
10 Tell the events of the chapter as if you were:
1. Madam Hooch; 2. Filch; 3. Hermione; 4. Harry.
11 Make a literary translation of the extract: “All the same, it wasn't
what you'd call the perfect end to the day, … "I'm coming with you," she
said.” (in writing).
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10 Halloween
1 Translate the following words and expressions,
put them in the transcription; read out the sentences
with them from the text:
Mahogany; to remind sb of smth; to crack one’s head open; to get fouled;
swish and flick; to drive the troll berserk; to sway on the spot; to fumble the keys;
to waggle; to be in one’s element.
2 Find in the text the English equivalents to the following words and
expressions; recall the situations, used in the text:
Тащиться, еле передвигать ноги; овладеть азами; огрызаться; тролль;
старший ученик, следящий за дисциплиной; пробираться через толпу; глухой
звук, стук (от падения тяжелого тела); топать; закатать рукава, ветряная
мельница, доноситься (о звуках, запахах); абсолютная ложь; неровно, косо,
криво; реять, парить в воздухе.
3 Give synonyms to the following words and expressions from the text:
To eat quickly without chewing; strong desire; a box, made of wood; to
move awkwardly; a jump; to seize, to grapple; a big stone; callous, hard; stammer.
4 Insert the prepositions where necessary; translate the sentences;
define the grammar tense of each sentence; put the special question to each
sentence.
1. … the meantime, Harry filled Ron … … the package that seemed to have
been moved … Gringotts to Hogwarts
2. Harry and Ron headed upstairs, smothering their laughter … Malfoy's
obvious rage and confusion.
3. … half an hour, night had really fallen and they couldn't carry ….
4. Their feather rose … the desk and hovered … four feet … their heads.
5. Ducking …, they joined the Hufflepuffs going the other way, slipped … a
deserted side corridor, and hurried … … the girls' bathroom.
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6. Howling … pain, the troll twisted and flailed its club, … Harry clinging
… … dear life
7. But … that moment …, Hermione Granger became their friend.
8. Miss Granger, you foolish girl, how could you think … tackling a
mountain troll … your own?
9. He pulled a bag … ordinary golf balls … … his pocket and a few minutes
later, he and Harry were … … the air.
10. … half an hour, night had really fallen and they couldn't carry ….
5 Explain the following words in English:
With one’s nose in the air; to bite one’s lip; to be disappointed in somebody;
a nightmare.

Comprehension exercises
6 Read the following statements. Say whether they are true according to
the story, if not, correct them.
1. Harry and Seamus swished and flicked, but the feather they were
supposed to be sending skyward just lay on the desktop.
2. Harry was just helping himself to a baked potato when Professor Quirrell
came sprinting into the hall, his turban askew and terror on his face.
3. The troll stopped next to a doorway and peered inside. It waggled its long
ears, making up its tiny mind, then slouched slowly into the room.
4. A troll was twenty feet tall, its skin was granite gray, its great lumpy body
like a boulder with its small bald head perched on top like a coconut.
5. Professor McGonagall was shrinking against the wall opposite, looking as
if she was about to faint.
6. Harry and Ron were given fifty points for having saved Hermione.
7. During the feast Hermione was eating the food that had been sent up
together with the others.
8. On Halloween morning they woke to the delicious smell of baking
beetroot wafting through the corridors.
9. At either end of the field were three silver poles with hoops on the end.
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7 Arrange the sentences from vocabulary exercises IV in the proper
order according to the contents of the text.
8 Say who made these utterances and in connection with what:
1.

“Follow me! Stick together, first years! No need to fear the troll if you

follow my orders!”
2.

“What did you say you've got at home, Malfoy, a Comet Two Sixty?”

3.

“I see what McGonagall meant... you really are a natural. ”

4.

“Wingardium Leviosa!”

5.

“Miss Granger, you foolish girl, how could you think of tackling a

mountain troll on your own?”

Discussion
9 Answer the following questions:
1. Why was Malfoy surprised having seen Roy and Harry still at Hogwarts?
2. What was the reason of Hermione’s refusing to speak to them?
3. After what incident did Hermione become Ron’s and Harry’s friend?
4. What were the rules of Quidditch?
5. Why did Professor Dumbledore order the prefects to lead Houses back to
the dormitories immediately?
10 Tell the events of the chapter as if you were:
1. Hermione; 2. Harry.
11 Make a literary translation of the extract: “Harry shook his head. He
understood what he had to do all right, it was doing it that was going to be the
problem…. She hadn't spoken to either of them since the day Harry's
broomstick had arrived.” (in writing).
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11 Quidditch
1 Translate the following words
and expressions, put them in the
transcription; read out the sentences
with them from the text:
Diversion; to wheedle; binoculars;
mangled leg; conjure up; to clamber; an extra spurt of speed; in the stands; to tell
smb off; to wheedle; to do the commentary; a cannonball.
2 Find in the text the English equivalents to the following words and
expressions; read out the sentences with them from the text:
Преподавательская комната; колошматить; уступать; делать мертвую
петлю; накрениться; сбросить (с седла); сделать что-либо, приносящее
несчастье; припасть к земле; раздевалка с индивидуальными шкафчиками;
доля секунды, мгновение ока; на четвереньках.
3 Give synonyms to the following words and expressions from the text:
To disappear; to appear; to swallow quickly with some force; to run quickly
at a short distance; in a whisper.
4 Insert the prepositions where necessary; translate the sentences;
define the grammar tense of each sentence; put the general question to each
sentence.
1. … eleven o'clock the whole school seemed to be … … the stands … the
Quidditch pitch.
2. Way … … them, Harry was gliding … the game, squinting … … some
sign … the Snitch.
3. Suddenly, people were pointing … … Harry all … the stands.
4. … these words, Hermione seized Hagrid's binoculars, but … .. looking …
… Harry, she started looking frantically … the crowd.
5. Hermione had fought her way … … the stand where Snape stood, and
was now racing … the row … him.
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6. … Saturday, Harry would be playing … his first match … weeks …
training: Gryffindor … Slytherin.
7. … … the air, Harry was suddenly able to clamber … … … his broom.
8. Snape was … the middle … the stands … them.
9. … a great rush … excitement Harry dived downward … the streak …
gold.
10. Way … … them, Harry was gliding … the game, squinting … … some
sign … the Snitch.
5 Explain the following words in English:
Quidditch; to jinx; a Greek chappie; top secret; the Sahara Desert; dunno.

Comprehension exercises
6 Read the following statements. Say whether they are true according to
the story, if not, correct them.
1. Harry went to bed with his head buzzing with the same question.
2. Harry and the rest of the team were changing into their scarlet Quidditch
robes, because Gryffindor’s colour was green.
3. Madam Hooch gave a loud blast on her golden whistle.
4. Ron and Hermione squeezed together to give Snape enough space to join
them.
5. Nimbus Two Thousands was zigzagging through the air, and every now
and then making violent swishing movements that almost unseated Ron.
6. It took perhaps thirty seconds for Snape to realize that he was on fire.
7. Harry, Ron, and Hermione looked at one another, wondering what to tell
Hagrid. Harry decided to tell lies.
8. Snape had his eyes fixed on Hagrid and was muttering nonstop under his
breath.
9. Nimbus Two Thousands did not suddenly decide to buck their riders off.
10. Hardly anyone had seen Harry play because Wood had decided that, as
their secret weapon, Harry should be kept, well, secret.
7 Arrange the sentences from vocabulary exercises IV in the proper
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order according to the contents of the text.
8 Say who made these utterances and in connection with what:
1.

"I knew it," "Snape — look."

2.

"How do you know about Fluffy?"

3.

"Seekers are always the ones who get clobbered by the other team."

4.

"Library books are not to be taken outside the school," "Give it to me.

Five points from Gryffindor."
5.

"In soccer you get shown the red card and you're out of the game!"

Discussion
9 Answer the following questions:
1. Who was limping? What were Harry’s guesses about the reason of his
limping.
2. What happened to Harry during the game?
3. Why did it happen? Whose fault was it?
4. What was the end of the game? Who helped Harry? How?
5. What made Hagrid drop the teapot?
10 Tell the events of the chapter as if you were:
1. Harry; 2. Hermione; 3. Snape.
11 Make a literary translation of the extract: “Ron and Hermione
joined Neville, Seamus,… "Sorry, Professor.” (in writing).
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12 The mirror of erised
1

Translate

the

following

words

and

expressions, put them in the transcription; read
out the sentences with them from the text:
To be nursed back to health; to say silkily; to look spectacular; festoons of
holly and mistletoe; at random; to brandish a feather duster; to be fascinated by
smth; homemade fudge; an invisibility cloak; a tureen; toasting-fork; to whittle;
awe; platter; lopsided; nearsighted.
2 Find in the text the English equivalents to the following words and
expressions; read out the sentences with them from the text:
Насмехаться, говорить колкости; самодовольно глупо улыбаться,
ухмыляться; выглядеть раздраженным, рассерженным, в плохом настроении,
не в духе; замышлять что-либо; болван, голова содовая (шутл.); в чьём-либо
владении; сдобная пышка; бисквит, пропитанный вином и залитый сбитыми
сливками.
3 Give synonyms to the following words and expressions from the text:
Disadvantage; weak, miserable; jet-black; to attract smb’s attention;
dreadful, terrible.
4 Insert the prepositions where necessary; translate the sentences;
define the grammar tense of each sentence; put the disjunctive question to
each sentence.
1. Harry had seen his parents and would be seeing them again … tonight.
2. Harry stuffed the cloak quickly … … sight.
3. Harry leaned … the side … his own bed and pulled the cloak … … … it.
4. The Mirror will be moved … a new home tomorrow, Harry, and I ask you
not to go looking … it again.
5. With Ron covered … the cloak, too, they had to walk much more slowly
the next night.
6. His mother and father beamed … the sight … him.
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7. It was a few seconds … he noticed anything … the room he had hidden
….
8. Harry sank … to sit … the floor … front … the mirror.
9. Ron tore his eyes … … this splendid sight to look excitedly … Harry.
10. Harry was so close … the mirror now that his nose was nearly touching
that … his reflection.
11. Unfortunately, you needed a specially signed note … one … the teachers
to look … any … the restricted books, and he knew he'd never get one.
5 Explain the following words in English:
Marshmallow; to frog-march; to prickle; the Mirror of Erised.

Comprehension exercises
6 Read the following statements. Say whether they are true according to
the story, if not, correct them.
1. Malfoy, beaming with joy, had gone back to taunting Harry about having
no proper family.
2. Harry wandered over to the Restricted Section.
3. Once the holidays had started, Ron and Harry were having too good a
time to think much about Flamel.
4. Ron also started teaching Harry wizard draughts.
5. Harry got a parcel from Hagrid, where he found a violine.
6. Harry and the Weasleys spent a happy afternoon having a furious
snowball fight on the grounds.
7. It had been Harry's best Christmas day ever. Nothing had been nagging at
the back of his mind all day.
8. The library was light and very cosy. Harry lit a lamp to see his way along
the rows of books.
9. A large black and silver volume caught his eye.
10. He pulled it out with difficulty, because it was very heavy, and,
balancing it on his knee, let it fall open. A piercing, bloodcurdling shriek split the
silence — the book was screaming!
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7 Arrange the sentences from vocabulary exercises IV in the proper
order according to the contents of the text.
8 Say who made these utterances and in connection with what:
1.

"The Restricted Section? Well, they can't be far, we'll catch them."

2.

"Are you trying to earn some extra money, Weasley? Hoping to be

gamekeeper yourself when you leave Hogwarts, I suppose — that hut of Hagrid's
must seem like a palace compared to what your family's used to."
3.

"Come on, cheer up, it's nearly Christmas,"

4.

"You will keep looking while I'm away, won't you?"

5.

"You could have woken me up,"

6.

"Can you see all your family standing around you?"

Discussion
9 Answer the following questions:
1. What were Hermione’s parents?
2. Who owned Ron’s chess before him?
3. What were the Christmas presents for Harry, Ron, etc?
4. What did the mirror show to people?
5. Why did Harry consider that Christmas the best in his life?
10 Tell the events of the chapter as if you were:
1. Harry; 2. Hermione; 3. Snape.
11 Make a literary translation of the extract: “But the room was empty.
Breathing very fast, he turned slowly back to the mirror. ... "I'll come back,"
and hurried from the room.” (in writing).
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13 Nicolas Flamel
1 Translate the following words and expressions, put
them in the transcription; read out the sentences with them
from the text:
Countercurse; stinking, alchemy; to dash; elixir; werewolf;
biased; somersault; anxiety; grumpily; to roam; mean; the whirl
of fists; a scuffle; to dive-bomb.
2 Find in the text the English equivalents to the following words and
expressions; read out the sentences with them from the text:
Подряд; бегло прочитывать, перелистывать; валиться, падать годовой
вниз; привыкнуть, привыкать; сделать кого-то бессмертным; чтоб мне
провалиться!; я стою двенадцати, таких как ты; шарканье ногами; плевать,
сплюнуть; надувательство, фокус-покус.
3 Give synonyms to the following words and expressions from the text:
To wander; angrily; bad-tempered; apprehension; to be uncertain; to splutter;
to persuade.
4 Insert the prepositions where necessary; translate the sentences;
define the grammar tense of each sentence; put the special question to each
sentence.
1. She was torn ... horror ... the idea ... Harry being ... ... bed, roaming the
school three nights ... a row ("If Filch had caught you!"), and disappointment that
he hadn't ... least found ... who Nicolas Flamel was.
2. If they won their next match, ... Hufflepuff, they would overtake Slytherin
... the house championship ... the first time ... seven years.
3. ... that moment Neville toppled ... the common room.
4. Ron's nerves were already stretched ... the breaking point ... anxiety ...
Harry.
5. Everyone fell ... laughing except Hermione, who leapt ... and performed
the countercurse.
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6. The ancient study ... alchemy is concerned ... making the Sorcerer's Stone,
a legendary substance ... astonishing powers.
7. ... times, Harry even wondered whether Snape was following him, trying
to catch him ... his own.
8. The stone will transform any metal … pure gold.
9. Hermione stood …, her crossed fingers … her mouth, as Harry streaked
… the ground like a bullet.
10. Harry jumped … … his Nimbus Two Thousand and took ….
5 Explain the following words in English:
The Sorcerer's Stone; the Elixir of Life; Leg-Locker Curse;

Comprehension exercises
6 Read the following statements. Say whether they are true according to
the story, if not, correct them.
1. Dumbledore is particularly famous for his defeat of the dark wizard
Grindelwald in 1954.
2. As the match drew nearer, Harry became more and more nervous,
whatever he told Ron and Hermione.
3. There was simply no way that Snape would dare to try to hurt him if
Dumbledore was watching.
4. Wood had pulled out of the dive, his arm raised in triumph, the Snitch
clasped in his hand.
5. Quirrell threw his cloak over his head and strode out of the clearing.
6. Gliding silently over the castle Harry saw Snape enter the forest at a run.
He didn’t follow.
7. The stands erupted; it had to be a record, no one could ever remember the
Snitch being caught so quickly.
8. Ron's nerves were already stretched to the breaking point with anxiety
about Hermione.
9. Neville went bright red but turned in his seat to face Malfoy.
10. Harry's heart did a somersault when he knew that Dumbledore had come
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to watch.
7 Arrange the sentences from vocabulary exercises IV in the proper
order according to the contents of the text.
8 Say who made these utterances and in connection with what:
1.

"I've never seen Snape look so mean,"

2.

"I'm worth twelve of you, Malfoy,"

3.

"We won! You won! We won!"

4.

"You don't want me as your enemy, Quirrell,"

5.

"The whole school's out there!"

6.

"A stone that makes gold and stops you from ever dying!"

Discussion
9 Answer the following questions:
1. Why did Harry start having nightmares?
2. What prevented Harry from seeking the information about Flamel?
3. Why were the children shocked having known that Snape would be
refeering?
4. What pieces of advice did Ron and others give to Harry to refuse taking
part in the game? What made them calm down?
5. What was the end of the game?
6. What were the magic characteristics of the stone?
10 Tell the events of the chapter as if you were:
1. Harry; 2. Hermione; 3. Snape.
11 Make a literary translation of the extract: “She pushed the book
toward them ... but would they be allowed to, with such a biased referee?” (in
writing).
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14 Norbert the Norwegian Rridgeback
1 Translate the following words and expressions,
put them in the transcription; read out the sentences with them from the text:
To nag somebody to do something; to pile something on somebody; forgetme-not blue; dittany; snout; bulging eyes; pointed fangs; to reason with; lullaby;
detention; to do a jig; harness; to buckle.
2 Find in the text the English equivalents to the following words and
expressions; read out the sentences with them from the text:
Сильно желая, нетерпеливо; заставлять замолчать, водворять тишину;
горностай; ходить вокруг да около; не могу понять, ума не приложу; вертеть
в руках, играть чем-л.; поддерживать огонь (в топке); затаив дыхание;
клетчатая шерстяная материя, шотландка.
3 Give synonyms to the following words and expressions from the text:
Stammer; to cope with something; hell; to domesticate; to bend; to miss
classes; to show somebody in; crushed, batted.
4 Insert the prepositions where necessary; translate the sentences;
define the grammar tense of each sentence; put the disjunctive question to
each sentence.
1. … ten minutes later, four broomsticks came swooping … … … the
darkness.
2. Hagrid had Norbert packed and ready … a large crate.
3. If Snape had been … … protecting the Stone, it must have been easy to
find … how the other teachers had guarded … it.
4. Hagrid shuffled … view, hiding something … his back.
5. When they knocked … the door … the gamekeeper's hut an hour later,
they were surprised to see that all the curtains were closed.
6. Hagrid's chest swelled … these last words.
7. The baby dragon flopped … the table.
8. … the next morning, Ron's bitten hand had swollen … twice its usual size.
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9. Harry and Hermione rushed … … the hospital wing … the end of the day
to find Ron … a terrible state … bed.
10. The baby banged its tail … the wall, making the windows rattle.
5 Explain the following words in English:
To lose one’s marbles; to put in the wild; the clock chimed; to be a cheery
lot;

- give a character sketch of Hagrid (in writing).
Comprehension exercises
6 Read the following statements. Say whether they are true according to
the story, if not, correct them.
1. Midnight ticked nearer as they heaved Norbert up the marble staircase in
the entrance hall and along the dark corridors.
2. Wednesday night found Hermione and Harry sitting alone in the common
room, long after everyone else had gone to bed.
3. The dragon had grown three times in length in just a week.
4. Ron wanted to skip Herbology and go straight down to the hut.
5. Whenever Harry passed Quirrell these days he gave him an encouraging
sort of smile.
6. In the very heart of the fire, underneath the kettle, was a huge, black egg.
7. Malfoy was only a few feet away and he had stopped dead to listen.
8. They all drew their chairs up to the table and watched with bated breath.
9. Something about the smile lurking on Malfoy's face during the next week
made Harry, Ron, and Hermione very nervous.
10. Hagrid hadn't been doing his gamekeeping duties because the dragon
was keeping him so busy.
7 Arrange the sentences from vocabulary exercises IV in the proper
order according to the contents of the text.
8 Say who made these utterances and in connection with what:
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1.

“But there aren't wild dragons in Britain?”

2.

“Not a soul knows except me an' Dumbledore”

3.

“What utter rubbish! How dare you tell such lies!”

4.

“She'll have Charlie's answer!”

5.

“He's lost his marbles,”.

Discussion
9 Answer the following questions:
1. Who insisted on studying more?
2. What was Hagrid doing in the library?
3. Why couldn’t Hagrid have a dragon?
4. What did Hagrid do to keep his dragon?
5. Why did Harry, Ron and Hermione have to get rid of it?
6. Why didn’t Hagrid want to part with the dragon?
7. What happened on Saturday’s midnight?
10 Tell the events of the chapter as if you were:
1. Harry; 2. Hermione; 3. Malfoy.
11 Make a literary translation of the extract: “They would have felt
sorry for Hagrid when the time came ... Professor McGonagall, in a tartan
bathrobe and a hair net, had Malfoy by the ear?” (in writing).
12 Write down a letter to Ron’s brother, Charlie, in Romania with a
request to take Hagrid’s dragon.
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15 The foribidden forest
1 Translate the following words and
expressions, put them in the transcription;
read out the sentences with them from the text:
Alibi; detention; ajar; to kindle; centaur;
tangled branches; to clamber; to gallop; flank; sweaty; sapphire; palomino;
imprecise; to owe somebody.
2 Find in the text the English equivalents to the following words and
expressions; read out the sentences with them from the text:
Неправдоподобная история, небылицы; вмешиваться, соваться не в
своё дело; арбалет, самострел; к небу; тянуться, тащиться (о времени);
вздыматься, подниматься и опускаться (о груди); пень; становиться на дыбы;
в глухую ночь; не говоря о, не считая (перен.); тапочки.
3 Give synonyms to the following words and expressions from the text:
Weak, miserable; awkward; to be afraid of; to refuse; lost human; back legs;
to be covered (to cover) with round spots; nonsense; to have no way out; to look
forward to doing something.
4 Insert the prepositions where necessary; translate the sentences;
define the grammar tense of each sentence; put the special question to each
sentence.
1. Filch wouldn't help us if his life depended … it.
2. When Harry pulled … his sheets, he found his invisibility cloak folded
neatly … them.
3. A movement … the trees … Ronan made Hagrid raise his bow again.
4. Firenze turned and cantered … … the depths … the forest, leaving Harry
shivering … him.
5. The light … adventure was kindling again … Ron's eyes, but Hermione
answered … Harry could.
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6. Holding his lamp … high, Hagrid pointed … a narrow, winding earth
track that disappeared … the thick black trees.
7. They walked … … the dense, dark trees.
8. They walked … silence, their eyes … the ground.
9. Harry felt so ashamed … himself that he went … Wood and offered to
resign … the Quidditch team.
10. The centaur looked carefully … Harry, his eyes lingering … the scar that
stood …, livid, … Harry's forehead.
5 Explain the following words in English:
To whimper; a unicorn; to canter; a coverup story; to insult somebody; oaf.

Comprehension exercises
6 Read the following statements. Say whether they are true according to
the story, if not, correct them.
1. The centaur didn't answer. He had astonishingly blue eyes, like pale
sapphires.
2. Harry was very glad that the exams were far away, because he was busy
practicing Quidditch.
3. From being one of the most popular and admired people at the school,
Harry was suddenly the most hated.
4. Harry swore to himself not to meddle in things that weren't his business
from now on.
5. Hagrid was carrying his large knife, and a rifle hung over his shoulder.
6. So Harry set off into the heart of the forest with Malfoy and Fang.
7. Walking back from the library on his own one afternoon, he heard
somebody whimpering from a classroom up ahead. As he drew closer, he heard
Quirrell's voice.
8. Ron pulled a map of Jupiter toward him and started to learn the names of
its moons.
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9. Harry Malfoy and Fang walked for nearly an hour, deeper and deeper into
the forest, until the path became almost impossible to follow because the trees
were so thick.
10. Ron had fallen asleep in the dark common room, waiting for them to
return.
7 Arrange the sentences from vocabulary exercises IV in the proper
order according to the contents of the text.
8 Say who made these utterances and in connection with what:
1.

“Could a werewolf be killing the unicorns?”

2.

“Always the innocent are the first victims”

3.

“Hagrid! Look! Red sparks, the others are in trouble!”

4.

“Are you all right?”

5.

“So all I've got to wait for now is Snape to steal the Stone,”

Discussion
9 Answer the following questions:
1. What put Gryffindor in last place in the house cup?
2. Who went to forest, when and why?
3. What did the unicorn look like?
4. What happened in the forest?
5. What did Harry feel after returning from the forest?
10 Tell the events of the chapter as if you were:
1. Professor McGonagall; 2. Hermione; 3. Harry.
11 Make a literary translation of the extract: “Filch took them down to
Professor McGonagall's study on the first floor, … She was staring at her
slippers, as still as a statue.” (in writing).
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16 Through the trapdoor
1 Translate the following words and
expressions, put them in the transcription;
read out the sentences with them from the text:
To smelter; squid; to skulk; to grit the teeth;
a tendril; to cringe; a knight; a bishop; a castle; a
trapdoor; an ounce of logic; a dwarf; to checkmate the king; to be carved from; to
tumble; a jolt of the heart; to skim through something.
2 Find in the text the English equivalents to the following words and
expressions; read out the sentences with them from the text:
Чечетка; табакерка; вне пределов слышимости; слащаво, вкрадчиво;
толкать, дергать с усилием; втискивать (засовывать) ключ в замок; внезапно
атаковать, набрасываться; перестать действовать, проходить (об эффекте от
лекарства, напр.); парить, высоко летать; кончик пальца; быть у кого-то на
хвосте (следить за кем-либо); держать пари, взять себя в руки.
3 Give synonyms to the following words and expressions from the text:
Shady; stiff, hard, unbending; tiny, small; to stretch out; to disentangle; trick,
device; to rush, to flash; charity, compassion.
4 Insert the prepositions where necessary; translate the sentences;
define the grammar tense of each sentence; put the general question to each
sentence.
1. Neville will play Quidditch … England … Hagrid lets Dumbledore … .
2. He took a deep breath, covered his face … his arms, and sprinted … the
room.
3. The white queen smashed him … the floor and dragged him … the board,
where he lay quite still, facedown.
4. Peeves almost fell … … the air … shock.
5. Not … nothing, though, was Harry the youngest Seeker … a century.
6. … the opposite side … the chamber was a heavy wooden door.
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7. They were standing on the edge of a huge chessboard, behind the black
chessmen
8. Professor Dumbledore received an urgent owl … the Ministry … Magic
and flew … … London … once.
9. Ron went speeding … the direction that Harry was pointing, crashed …
the ceiling, and nearly fell … his broom.
10. Snape strode … … the direction … the staffroom.
11. Hagrid was sitting … an armchair outside his house; his trousers and
sleeves were rolled …, and he was shelling peas … a large bowl.
5 Explain the following words in English:
The full Body-Bind; the Ministry of Magic; Devil's Snare; twisted smile; to
pant; History of Magic; Werewolf Code of Conduct; selfstirring cauldrons.

Comprehension exercises
6 Read the following statements. Say whether they are true according to
the story, if not, correct them.
1. The students had been given special, new quills for the exams, which had
been bewitched with an AntiCheating spell.
2. Professor Flitwick made them all nervous, breathing down their necks
while they tried to remember how to make a Forgetfulness potion.
3. Their very last exam was History of Magic.
4. Harry said Snape that he knew about the Stone.
5. Professor Dumbledore eyed Ron with a mixture of shock and suspicion.
6. Hermione had managed to free herself before the plant got a firm grip on
her.
7. Ron was playing the flute to make the dog sleep.
8. The smallest bottle will get them through the black fire — toward the
Stone.
9. The Weasley twins and Lee Jordan were tickling the tentacles of a giant
squid, which was basking in the warm shallows.
10. Harry did the best he could, trying to ignore the stabbing pains in his
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forehead, which had been bothering him ever since his trip into the library.
7 Arrange the sentences from vocabulary exercises IV in the proper
order according to the contents of the text.
8 Say who made these utterances and in connection with what:
1.

“No more studying”

2.

“I think it's a warning... it means danger's coming...”

3.

“You shouldn't be inside on a day like this”

4.

“I'm going out of here tonight and I'm going to try and get to the Stone

5.

“They're not birds! They're keys!”

first.”

Discussion
9 Answer the following questions:
1. What were written and practical exams the students were to take?
2. Why did Harry rush to Hagrid?
3. Who was he looking for to share his idea?
4. Why did Harry decide to get the Stone first?
5. How many obstacles did Harry, Ron and Hermione surmount to get the
Stone?
6. Who made sacrifice to win the game of chess?
10 Tell the events of the chapter as if you were:
1. Harry; 2. Hermione; 3. Ron.
11 Make a literary translation of the extract: “Hermione pointed at a
rounded bottle at the right end of the line. … Hermione turned and walked
straight through the purple fire.” (in writing).
12 Learn the word written in a roll of paper lying next to the bottles and
make a literary translation of them.
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17 The man with two faces
1 Translate the following words and expressions, put
them in the transcription; read out the sentences with them
from the text:
To scurry; petrified; to howl in agony; a token; hygienic;
to steamroller; to sidle; to leak; a jot; abysmal; to screech; to
squeal; to bellow; to be in somebody’s debt, to keep a closer
watch on somebody.
2 Find in the text the English equivalents to the following words and
expressions; read out the sentences with them from the text:
Препятствовать,

преграждать

(путь);

сболтнуть;

подбодриться,

набраться храбрости; просить пощады; покрываться волдырями; отвлекать
(внимание, мысли); угрызение совести, раскаяние; топать ногами; слегка
подталкивать локтем.
3 Give synonyms to the following words and expressions from the text:
To hate, to detest; quietly, in a whisper; to soften, to understate; to burn;
bent, crooked; to glitter, to gleam; regain consciousness; crazy, mad; a large
poisonous snake; a mutter, a mumble.
4 Insert the prepositions where necessary; translate the sentences;
define the grammar tense of each sentence; put the alternative question to
each sentence.
1. Harry made his way … … the end-of-year feast alone that night.
2. A storm … cheering and stamping broke … … the Slytherin table.
3. Dumbledore now became very interested … a bird … … the windowsill,
which gave Harry time to dry his eyes … the sheet.
4. Petrified, Harry watched as Quirrell reached … and began to unwrap his
turban.
5. Your friend Miss Granger accidentally knocked me … as she rushed to set
fire … Snape … that Quidditch match.
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6. All Harry could think … doing was to keep Quirrell talking and stop him
… concentrating … the mirror.
7. What I want more than anything else … the world … the moment, he
thought, is to find the Stone … Quirrell does.
8. Quirrell raised his hand to perform a deadly curse, but Harry, … instinct,
reached … and grabbed … Quirrell's face
9. The reflection smiled … him and put its hand … its pocket and pulled …
a blood-red stone.
10. Professor Snape couldn't bear being … your father's debt.
5 Explain the following words in English:
To serve somebody faithfully; Leaky Cauldron; to ignore somebody; love;
truth; to confiscate; agony, ambition, a toffee.

Comprehension exercises
6 Read the following statements. Say whether they are true according to
the story, if not, correct them.
1. Dumbledore awarded Gryffindor house sixty points for pure nerve and
outstanding courage.
2. Mr. Ronald Weasley was awarded for the best-played game of chess
Hogwarts has seen in many years.
3. Voldemort first killed Harry’s mother than Harry’s father.
4. If there is one thing Voldemort cannot understand, it is faith.
5. Harry’s father happened to leave the invisibility cloak in Snape’s
possession, and he thought Harry might like it.
6. Madam Pomfrey, the nurse, was a nice woman, but very strict.
7. Hagrid sat down next to Harry, took one look at him, and burst into
laughing.
8. Hagrid presented Harry with a handsome, leather-covered book, full of
wizard photographs of Harry’s mother and father.
9. The Slytherin colors of green and silver hung in the Great Hall to
celebrate Slytherin's winning the house cup for the seventh year in a row.
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10. Hermione had the best grades of the first years.
7 Arrange the sentences from vocabulary exercises IV in the proper
order according to the contents of the text.
8 Say who made these utterances and in connection with what:
1.

“In a manner of speaking,”

2.

“I see myself shaking hands with Dumbledore,”

3.

“Yes, boy, your parents were brave”

4.

“Truth is a beautiful and terrible thing, and should therefore be treated

with great caution.”
5.

“Master, I cannot hold him — my hands — my hands!”

Discussion
9 Answer the following questions:
1. Whom did Harry meet in the last chamber?
2. When did Harry speak to Voldemort?
3. Why were Quirrell’s hands blistering?
4. Where did Harry come round after he had lost consciousness in the last
chamber?
5. What new did Harry learn from Dumbledore?
6. Who won the house cup and why?
10 Tell the events of the chapter as if you were:
1. Harry; 2. Voldemort; 3. Dumbledore.
11 Make a literary translation of the extract: “Dumbledore sighed very
deeply this time. … Harry tried to understand this but it made his head
pound, so he stopped.” (in writing).
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